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FOR EV\TORD
To forever keep alive wi th in us, memories of
valu able acquai ntances, good times, and profitabl e
hours all spen t during our short stay here at th e
California State Polytechn :c School.

If in th e years to come th is E l Rod eo of 193 7
recalls to yo ur memo ry some hap py hour, some
worthy honor for which yo u struggl ed, some fri end
whom you once held dear, or w me victory wh !ch
yo u helped to gai n, its purpose shall have been
fulfill ed.
LEO A. YOUNG, Editor.

DEDICATION
To Dr. G. vV. Wilder, who has served
the California State Polytechnic School for
twenty years, gladly giving his best efforts
to the betterment of our school-who has
ably filled his position as head of the Elec
trical Department-who has shown us the
meaning of unselfish service and undying
faithfulness and perseverence, this volume
is dedicated as a small token of our ap
preciation.
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To the Students:
In years to come, you will all have many pleasant memories of your
college life at California Polytechnic. The purpose of the El Rodeo is to
bring back to your memory, by word and by picture, the many friends
and activities with which your co)lege life was associated .
You who are graduating-may this be a separation in distance only.
You should still remain a part of California Polytechnic by affiliation
with the alumni organization in the district to which you go. We will
always welcome you back-just as warmly at any time of the year as
at Homecoming. Keep in contact with us, so that we may reach you to
ad vise you of opportunities for professional advancement, or of campus
happenings. Each year, a few alumni become "lost" to us because they
do not advise us of new addresses.
You who are returning-may you enjoy another year at your Alma
Mater. We are looking forward to another year of growth and progress.
We cannot achieve either, without your help.
JULIAN A. McPHEE, Director.

Front Row: Earl Donhost, Dag mar Goold, Alice M. Dan:e!, Wilma Stillwell, Dorothy Stillvell, An ge la Ghirlanda, Ro:; it.a Fis cher. Harold Wilson, George P. Couper.
Second Row: M. B. Smith, George M. Dt·umm, Bourne G. Eaton, J . 1. Thornp3on, R . P . Mason, Margaret Chase, Irving E. Cox, J . J. Hyer, Carl G. Beck.
Third Row: Harold P. Davidson, Lawrence Tugg le, Roy L . Jones, Richard Leach, Howard R. O'Daniels , A. M. McCapes, Jame• Merson, Capt. J. C. Deuel, Julian A. McPhee.
Fourth Row: W. B. Howes, 0. F. Lucksinger, Frank J. Coffey, Vard M. Shepard, Alvin H. Holl e nberg, W ei r Fette rs , C. E. Knott, L. E. McFarland , M. C. Martinsen
Last Row: V . H. Meacham , H . C. Figge.

CLUB

A. H. Hollenberg..... ............... President
R. L. Jones ......................Vice-President

Mr:;. Alice M. Dani eL........ Secy.-Treas.

The Faculty Club of the California Polytechnic School is both a social
and a professional organization. It provides the faculty and the adminis
trative staff members with a medium for recreational activities such as
dinners, picnics, card parties and dancing.
The first social event of the year was held at the Cambria Lodge where
a large group, including the new and old members of the faculty and their
wives, office force, and regional supervisors of agriculture education for the
State of California, joined together for the annual dinner to welcome the
new members to our midst. Mr. Beck acted as toastmaster of the evening
and the new faculty members put on a dandy bit of entertainment follow
ing the dinner. The remainder of the evening was spent in playing cards.
Another social event of the club has been the meeting once a month in
our California Polytechnic School Social Room for an evening of entertain
ment. The program has been that of designating each meeting as a "State"
night such a Oregon night, Iowa night, etc. The members of the faculty
who have come from these states put on a program depicting the activities
of the part of the country where they were from. The meetings also in
cluded bridge pedro and cribbage which were followed each time with a
feed.
The second dinner of the school year was held at Hotel Paso Robles
where a goodly number of the faculty were present.The dinner was enjoyed
by all and was carried on without a regular pragram. After the dinner,
bridge was the program for the remainder of the evening.
The last social function of the year is to be the annual Barbecue, which
will be held at one of the picnic grounds of the county.
Each year the Faculty Club sponsors a float in the San Luis Obispo
Fiesta. This year is to be no exception and again we hope to have one that
is representative of the school.

WHEN EARTH'S LAST PICTURE
IS PAINTED
When earth's last picture is painted
And the tubes are twisted and dried,
When the oldest colours have faded,
And the youngest critic has died,
'~' e shall rest, and, faith, we shall nee:l it
Lie down for an aeon or two,
Till the Master of All Good Workmen
Shall put us to work anew.
And those that were good shall be happy;
They shall sit i:1 a golden chair;
They shall splash at a ten-league canvas
With brushes of comets' hair;
They shall find real saints to draw from
Magdalene, Peter and Paul;
They shall work for an age at a sitting
And never be tired at all!
And only the Master shall praise us,
And only the Master shall blame;
And no one shall work for money,
And no one shall work for fame;
But each for the joy of the working,
And each, in his separate star,
Shall draw the Thing as he sees It
For the God of Things as They are!
-Rudyard Kipling.

CLASS HISTORY
For some, the Senior Class of 1937 began its memorable career in the
fall of 1934 while for others, the beginning was the fall of 1935. Still others
began their quest of knowledge at mid-year. Regardless, however, of the
beginning date, the date of departure has been set for June 11, 1937. To
the Seniors, this date is one of significance, for although it terminates
their school career, one which has furthered their knowledge both techni
cally and socially, it also means that their aims at school have been fulfilled
and that a new career, that of a working citizen, has begun.
During the time spent by the Class of 1937 at Cal Poly, many changes,
all for the good of the school were brought into being and were put into
use. The student store was revamped to bring better service and more
necessities and luxuries to the campus. Many new buildings were built and
the long-sought swimming pool was started. A new curriculum was inau
gurated, making it possible to apply the credits earned at Poly on a course
to be completed at some other State College. In this manner a degree was
made possible.
There were many members of the ~resent class active in social and
student affairs. Sam Ragan was elected Yell Leader during his first semes
ter and continued to be in the spot light for the remainder of his stay at
Poly. Marcel Layous, the big boy of the class, was the student body presi
dent. Chuck Blecksmith was student body secretary and interested in stu
dent activities. Dick Barret will be remembered for his showings made at
the Stock Shows. Leo Young was active in all affairs and was the motive
force behind this fine Annual. The class includes many fellows of outstand
ing ability in Athletics. Bob Hathaway will always be remembered for his
outstanding ability in all the major sports. Ed Lauppe was on the Baseball
Team while John Gilli was a small pack of dynamite in Football. Lindsay
Boggess and "Dutch" Butcher were always active in student affairs and
had a very big part in the success of the Poly Royal. The class can boast
several flyers in Bill Lincoln, Ed Lauppe, Merril Rush, Bob Hathaway
and Floyd Long. All of this group except Hathaway either owned or owned
an interest in an airplane.
Several of the students of the class were fortunate enough to obtain
jobs prior to graduation so they took advantage of the opportunity and
left school to take the jobs offered them. Bill Imhoff, Sam Ragan, Kauko
Hallikainen, Frank Clement, and Leo Young were the fortunate ones .
As the time for graduation approached a reality, the class was organized .
The officers chosen were Chuck Blecksmith president, and Sam Ragan
secretary and treasurer. Due to the fact that Sammy left prior to gradu
ation, his office was taken over by Pete Giampaoli.
The Senior Class of 1937, taken as a whole, was very active in student
affairs and activities and was also scholastically noted, many students
showing outstanding grades and abilities. We feel that the showings made
by the class and partciularly those who have taken very active interest in
the affairs of the school will be long remembered and that the Class of '37
is one that Cal Poly can well be proud of.

RICHARD R. BARRETT
Meat Animals
Long Beach, Cal if.
Student Affairs Council 37
Poly Royal Exec Com 36-37
Block " P" C lub 36-37
A th letic Mgr 35-36
F . F . A. 35-36-37
Executive Comm it t ee 37
Boots and Spurs 36 -37
Band 37

BERNARD BUTCHER
Da ir y Production
Canoga Park, Calif.
Graduated 36
Poly Royal Sup erintendent 37
Gamma P i Delta 35-36-37
Student Body Vice-Pres 35-3 6
Pres Dairy Club 3)-36

CHARLES BLECKSMITH
Electrical Engin eering
Los Angeles, Ca lif.
Aero Club 35
Baseball 35
J esper s en Dorm Club 35-36
Poly Phase Club 36 -37
Pres 37
Edit01· Hi-Voltage 37
Student Body Sec 35-36
S . A. C. 35-36-37
Pres Senior Class 37
Caf-Dorm Committee 37

A. J . F . CLEMENT
E lectr ical Engineering
Ead im a rt, Calif.
Poly Phas e Club 35-36-37
Secy Poly Phas e Club 3)
S. A. C. 36-37
Secy Poly Y C lub 37
Heron Hall Club 36-37
S a fety Committee 36-37

LINDSAY BOGGESS
Dairy Production
Canoga Park, Calif.
Graduated 36
Dairy Pres ident 37
F. F. A. Vice-Pres 37
Block •· P" Sec 37
Gamma P i Delt:l 3 ) -36-37

JAMES L . COX
Electrical Engineering
Los Angeles , Cal if.
Poly Phas e Club 36-37
Secy Poly Phas e Club 36
Rally Committee 36
E l Rodeo Staff 37
J es p er s en Dorm Club 36

ROBERT K . BRENSTE!N
Electrical Eng- in eering
San Luis Obis po, Calif.
Poly Phase Club 3 ) -36 -37

HUGH D. DANGERS
Meat Animals
Petaluma , Calif.
Boots & Spurs 35-36-37
F . F . A. 35-36-37
Vice-Pres Boots & Spurs
Chas e Dorm Club

JOHN M . BRYON
Electrical Eng in eerin~
Duns muir, Calif.
Poly P ha se Club
Heron Hall 36
Track Squad 36

GEORGE FAUSTINO
Electrical Engineering
San Luis Obis po, Calif.
Pol y Phas e Club 36 -37

DON BULLINGTON
Meat Animals
Rais in C ity, Ca lif.
Boots & Spurs
F. F. A .
Poly Royal Exec. Com.

JAS . BERNARD FLOWER
Electrical Engineering
Ceres, Ca l if.
Pres Poly Phas e 36
S. A. C . 36

WI LLIAM C. GALLATIN
Electr ica l E ng in eerin g

Morgan Hill , Calif.
Poly Phase C l ub 35-36-37
Chase H a ll C lub 36-36-a7
Asst. to E eL of Hi Vol tage a6
Poly C lub a6-37
afety Comm ittee 36

JOHN GILL!
M.2at Animal s

Bakersfield, Cal if.
Future Farm e 1·s a5-36-a7
Future Farmers Pres 36
Degree Team 36
Uoots & Spurs a5-36-a7
Gamma Pi Delta 36-a7
Student Affairs Council 3 3-36
Football Squad 35, Varsity 36
Block ·•p•· Club a6
T1·ack Mgr a5
Poly Royal Ex£c Com a6-a7

ROY L. HUNT
E!ectrfcal Engineerin~
Redlands, Ca li f.
Poly Phase Club 36-37
S. A . C. 37
Poly "Y" a5-36-37
Aero Club a;
Editor :E i-Voltage 37
J e,p erscn Dor m Club 35-a6
Chase Hall Club 37

WILBUR C. KIN. EY
Horticulture-Landscape D ~
s ign
Canon City, Colo.
Poly Royal Dan ce Com. 36
Horticu lt ur2 Reportet· 3 _j
El Rodeo Staff 3; -36-37
Rus Mg1· 37
F. F . A. 35-36-37
S. A. C. 36-37
Gamma Pi Delto 35-36-37
Vice- Pt·es 36. Pre3 37

GERALD B. HAET
Meat Animals
Oxnard, Calif.
F. F. A. a i -a6 -a7
Boots & Spurs a6 -3 7
Je poroe:1 Do ~ m 3 -a6-37

HENRY D. LAN G
Meat Animals
King City, Calif.
Futur2 Farmers
F . F. A. Exec Com 37
F. F. A. Trcasur2r ~7
Boots & Sp .11·s
Poly Royal Ex ec Com 37
Gamma Pi Delta 31
J t: persen Dorm 36-37

KAUKO HALLIKAINEN
Electrica l Engineering
Wilmington, Calif.
Poly Phase Club a6-a7
Vice-Pres Poly Phase Club a7
Uand a6-a7
H£ron Hall Club 36-37
Poly Y a6-a7
Cal Poly Collegians 37

EDWARD L. LAUPPE
A eronautic::i

Sacramento. Cali f.
Aero Club 34-3 5-a7
llaseba ll 34 -a!i -37
Blocl< "P'' 34 -35-37
s. A . c. a;

ELWIN S. HARMON
Electrical Ensdneering
Wi tt€ r Springs, Calif.
Poly Phase Club a6-37
Aero Club a;
J esper sen Dorm Club 35-36

ADOLPH LAUX
Meat Anima!s
Colusa, Ca lif.
F. F. A. 35-36-37
Boots & Spu r 3 35-36-37
s c 36-37
Varsity Basketball Mg r
Block " P" 37
Deuel C~ub 3 -37

ROBERT W . HATHAWAY
Aeronautics
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Vice-pre3 Student llody a:;
Pres lllock "P'' Club
Secy Aero Club 36
Vars ity Football 35-36-37
Vars i ty Track a5-36-37
Vareity Basketball a5

MAP..CEL E. LA YOUS
Animal H usbandry
l{ing City, Calif.
Boots & Spurs
Pres Stud ent Body 36-37
Gamma Pi Delta 37
F. F. A . 35 -36-37

WILLIAM W . LINCOLN
Aeronautics

Rutherford, Calif.
Aero Club 35-36-37
Je.:; per!:ien Dorm Cl Treas 35-36

HARRY LINVILLE
Horticu lture

Ojai , Calif.
Poly " Y" Club 35-36
Horticulture Club 33-36-37
Vice-P1·es 33 Pres 36
Future Farm e1:s 35-36-37
State Farmer 35
Student Affairs Council 35
J e>'pe1·sen Dorm Club 36-37
Pres 36-37
Rep at State F . F. A. Conv 36
El Rodeo Staff 35
Gamma Pi Delta 3 3-36-3·7
FLOYD E . LONG
Aeronautics
Upper Lake, Calif.
Aero Club 3 3-36-37
J e.:rer:;en Dorm Club 36-37

SAM I. RAGAN, JR.
g)ectrical Engineering
Tula1·e, Calif.
Je::· p 2rsen Dormitory 36-37
Poly Phase Club 36-37
Yell Leader 36
S. A. C . 36-37
Cafe Dorm Committe• 37
Pres Poly Phase 37
Secy Poly Phase 31>
Secy Sen ior Class 37
El Rodeo Staff 36-37

ERNEST RIGHETTI
Meat Animals
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Boots & Spurs 36-37
F. F. A. 36-37
Gamma Pi De lta 36-37
Glee Club 36

ME RRIL L L. RUSH
Aeronautics
T ularo, Calif.
Band 3 : -36-37
. A. C. 37
Poly "Y" 35-36
Vice·pl·e; Aero Clu b 37
Aero Club 35-36-37
J espers en Dormitory 3>36-37

ELLIS T . McCLURE
Meat Animals
llakers field, Calif.
!:loots & Spurs 36-37
F. F. A. 35-36-37
Poly Royal Exec Com 37
Gammi Pi Delta 37

ELWOOD W. RUSSELL
Dairy Production
El Cajon, Calif.
Dairy Club 36-37
Athletic Mgr 36
Chase Hall 36-37
Quarter 36

HARLES MILLAR
Meat Animals
Venice, Calif.
Boots & Spurs 36-37
~' . F. A. 36-37

LOUIS F. SEABACK
Electrical Engineering
Poly Phase 35 -36-37

MALON MOORE
M: eat Animals
Delano, Calif.
F. F. A. 34-35-36-37
Boots & Spurs 35-36
Heron Hall Club
Board Athletic Contro l 35-36
Poly R oyal Exec Com

CHESTER STRADER
Electrical Entrin eering
San Luis Obis po, Calif.
Poly Phase Club 35-36-37
Dramatic Club 37
Band 36 -37

WELTON WILLIAMS
Electrical Engineeri:tg
San Diego, Ca lif.
Poly Phase Club 36 -37
J ~pe r sen Dormitory Club

SHIGEO YAMANA
Meat Animals
Coali nga, Cali f.
Chase Hall 36 .
J espersen Dorm 37
F. F. A. 36-37
Boots & Spurs 36-37

GEORGE WILSON
Meat Animals
Big Pine, Calif.
Boots & SJ>urs
F. F . A. 36-36-37

LEO A . YOUNG
Electrical Engineerin5t
Pismo Beach, Calif.
Football 36
Poly Phase Club 36-37
S. A. C. 36-37
Poly Phase S .A.C. R ep 36
Advertising Mgr El Rodeo 36
Poly Y Club 36-37
Safety Committee 36
Editor El Rodeo 37
Jespersen Dorm Club, Sec·
Treas 37

PETER GIAMPAOLI
Electrical Engineering
San Jose, Calif.
Poly Phase Club 31-36 -37
Poly Glee Club Sec-Treas 36-37
El Rodeo Staff 36-37
Chase Hall Club 35-36-37
Student Affairs Council 37
Dance Committee 3 ; .37

WALLACE GRIMES
Electrical Engineerin(C
Merced, Calif.
Poly Phase Club

Front R ow: F . Bradley, E. Wil ey, A . Candee, L . Young, S . R agan, E. Na m a n, D. Hu g hett.
econd r o w : G. P . Couper , P. S hea, L . D ixo n , H . Bo ltz, W. Ki nney, G. Sondeno, C . Tun ison.

EL RODEO STAFF
Upon this group of students rests the r esponsibility of putting out an an
nual that everyone will enjoy. The job of compiling and collecting the in
formation that results in this book is the re ult of many hours of hard,
tedious labor by the entire staff. Perhaps the artists deserve special credit
for the extra time and work put forth in their projects.
Tho e individuals who mad e this annual a reality by giving of their time
and ability are : Alvin Candee, in charge of the graduate section; Carl Tuni
son, in charge of or ganizations; Fred Bradley, in charge of Athletics; Ed
Wiley and Pat Shea, in charge of Ar t ; Wilbur Kinney, a business man
ager; E vins Naman as assistant editor, and Leo Young as editor.
The business force, with Howard Bolt z as advertising manager deserves
a great deal of credit for the marvelous work accomplished in selling ads.

Firs t r ow, from the le ft: R. B iocc a, L . Ste nn ~ tt, R. W a t ts , F . Pug h, T. Cunha , D. Barrett, C. Blecks mi t h , E . S chwa nd er, C. Cook ,
C. Ze ide rs , A. Sla m , B. Shirey, M. Layous, R. H u nt, M. Rus h, S. Ra g an , H. 0 . Wil son. Third row: B. Butc her , E . L a Salle, C.
L ucks inge r, Ca pt. J . C . D eue l.

STUDENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL
Marcel Layous ---------------------- President
Pat Shea ________________________Vice-President
Richard Sparks -------------------- Secretary
Charles Iddings ----- --------------- Treasurer
Ray Watts --------- ---------------- -Yell Leader
Leo Young ________________ __ El Rodeo Editor
Wilbur Kinney ________ El Rodeo Manager
Charles Cook ___ ____ ____ Athletic Manager

The Student Affairs Council of the California State Polytechnic is the
governing group of the Student Body. The student memberhip includes the
President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, with two members
representing the Agricultural Division and two representatives from the
Industrial Division, there is also one representative from the band .
All recognized cmapus organizations are allowed to have one represent
ative for every twenty-five students in the Club. The recognized campus
organizations are: Aero Club, Poly Phase Club, Future Farmers of Amer
ica and the Band. Membership in all cases is obtained by popular vote in
Club meetings.
All important Student Body business is considered by the Student Af
fairs Council before it is presented to the Student Body for final vote.
New constitutional Jaws and by-laws originate in this body and are
passed upon before they can be presented to the Student Body.
In addition to sponsoring Student Government the Student Affairs
Council handles Student Body expenses, sponsors Student Body Dances
and all other similar activities.
During the Spring Semester more dances were wanted and to make an
even distribution of the task of decorations and planning the Student Af
fairs Council recommended that each Club put on a dance. This plan was
very successful and quite an array of decorations were used.
A topic of lengthy discussion in the Student Affairs Council this year
was the buying of two signs to be installed between Poly and town in order
to make the route clearer for tourists and Poly searchers. Much detail was
gone into and many plans were drawn up.
One of the most discussed points during the year was the advisability
of allowing Clubs to give pay dances and the admittance of the public to
our College dances. Both Club dances and outside admittance was voted
down by a close vote.
This year is the first time that Poly has sent a delegate to the Pacific
Student Presidents' Association held in Fresno May 19 to 21.
Another important step taken by the Student Affairs Council was the
recommendation and adoption of a permanent school ring. This ring may
be purchased by students having completed their first year at Poly as well
as members of the Alumni Association. The Student Affairs Council signed
a five-year contract with the Herff-Jones Company for this ring.
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First row, [rom left: L . Boggess, L. Yanoncini, C. Agbas hian, G. Jag la, D. Barrett, M. Rush , J . Gilli, C. Cook, F . Pugh, F. Brad ley, R. Carpenter.
Second row: C. Lambert, E . Russel l, E . _Jauch. H. Null, E . . Lawrence, E. Schwander, S . Ragan , R. Haj~>iy, E. Lauppe, S. Lynn, G. _Saenz, J . ~·Deuel, H . O'Daniels.
Last row: R. Shcton, J . Stanton, B. Snow, P. BJurman, G. Sackett, B. Elhs, P . S hea, D . Spark s , M. Hawktns , 0. Dus ma.

BLOCK "P" CLUB

Maurice Rush ..... ... ............. President
John Gilli ... .. .... ............. Vice-President
Lindsay Boggess ........... ....... Secretary
Jim Stanton ........ ... ...... ......... Treasurer

The Block "P" Club is an athletic society composed of students who have
earned an athletic award in a major sport. These are football, basketball,
baseball, and track. The athletic managers and yell leader are given asso
ciate membership but do not have the right to hold office.
The purpose of the Club is to support st udent body athletics, to create
good, clean sportsmanship in athletics and to create an interest in the
student body activities around the campus .
The Club held many activities during the year the most important being
the barbecue for the football players at the first of the year. Speeches
were given by several of the players on their trip to Arizona and th e Grand
Canyon.
The Club took over the selling of candy and ice cream during the foot
ball games with the proceeds going into the athletic fund.
The first week in December found the new football lettermen going
through their initiation. There were the usual number of paddles out with
the old members making very good use of them. There were also a few
new members wearing dresses which proved very embarrassing for those
who had to appear downtown. The initiation was ended with their public
appearance downtown giving speeches and rubbing their noses in the
sidewalk.
The annual Block "P" Dance was held February 13 in the Gymnasium.
It was the most successful dance ever held by the Club and a good time
was had by all.
The annual trip to Arroyo Seco was he!d May 22 and 23, Saturday and
Sunday. The main purpose of the trip was to end the initiation _of new
lettermen in basketball, baseball and track which started at the first of
the week. Afterwards swimming and hiking were enjoyed and everybody
had a good time except some of the new members·, who took plenty of
punishment.

Las t row: B. Newman, H. Hunting, D. Bullington, A. So lesbee, E. Stick le, C. Hargrove, L . Dixon, C. Nystrom, H. Linville.

Front row, from left: M . Rush, H. Lang, G. Haet, 0. Dus inn, S . Ragan, 0. Stans ifer, L. Barr, D . Barrett, E . Naman , D. Tawney .
Second row: W. Williams, R. Magness. D. Grime• , F. Long, M. Rush, F.. Lauppe, M. Sondeno, B. Snow, J. Cochran, S. Yamuna, M. Layous.
Third row: M. C . Martins en , R. Biocca. L. Namun, M. Naman, M. Munneke, L . Young, B. Shirey, R. H athaway, J. Stanton, D. Ellis , L . Stenn ett., G. Sondeno.

JESPERSE N
DORMITORY

J{SP~RstN
~

OORM
JESPERSEN DORM CLUB
Harry Linville ...................... President
Dick Barrett ................ Vice-President
Leo Young .......... Secretary-Treasurer

Jespersen Dormitory, named in honor of Senator Chris. N. Jespersen,
has been ably supervised by M. C. Martinsen since 1934.
This year, due to the addition of many new courses in the institution,
every room was filled.
As has been the case in preceding years, the fellows had their sportive
moments. Quite naturally there were many unexpected baths taken by
several of the fellows who, for some reason, aroused the desire within fel
low tenants to play. Of course this type of punishment was of the mildest
form-but we need not go into detail.
All dormitory meetings are held in the comfortable lounge located on the
lower floor of the building. The lounge also serves as a recreation room
and many pleasant hours are spent there in reading, playing cards, chess,
or checkers. It has been observed that some of the boys play cards so much
they shuffle when they walk (only a rumor of course).
The old and famous "Bull Session" is still unsurpassed as a means of
spending a pleasant evening and this vice is indulged in quite often. There
have been as many as sixteen (count them) fellows in Shirey's room at
one time and, when "Mart" walked in, the fog was so thick he couldn't
recognize one of them. Naturally Ragan's voice soon gave him away and
"Mart" called a recess.
Although the boys do have their fun, many long hours of hard study
are spent during the evening and the dormitory is usually kept very quiet
under a mutual agreement amongst the fellows .
Life, as we spend it in our dormitory, is very enjoyable, and is a memory
to be cherished by all.

Firs t row, [rom left: F . Pugh, L. Rog <r s, F. Bradley, G. Saerz, E. Schv.ander, N. Heik es, S. HuweJ , E. Russell. R. 13arney, W . Fos ler, R. Slicton, M. Libonati, G. Silva
Second row: H. Null, J. McGrath , P . Gia mpuoli , W. Gallatin, E. Sales, V . Tom ei, G. Fowl er, W. Bridston, H . Dangers. E. Foor, T. 'fait.
Third row: E. Chiles, C. Cook, H. Hos kins, J . Buffalo, A. Wirtz, C. Zeiders, R. Adams , T . Cunha, 13. Shown, R . Carpenter, S. Lynn, J. C . Deuel, F. Can trill, R . Hunt.
Fourth row: R. Smith, B. Butcher, J. Miller, L. Bogge·s , G. Jagla, M. Hawkins , H. Turton , R. Cock e, J. Huber, W . Kinney.
Las t row: E. McClure, A. Laux, L . Vaughn, R. Brov. n, H. Boltz, R. Williams , ft. Hall, W . Wood, J . 0 ' Brien.

Ray Carpenter ...................... President
Stanton Lynn ..... ......... Vice-President
Fred Bradley........ Secretary-Treasurer

This dormitory, Chase Hall, has the honor not only of being the newest
dormitory, but of being named after the English department head, Miss
Margaret Chase.
The purpose of the Chase Hall club is to bring the different groups of
students into closer harmony. Th e club meetings, which are governed and
run by the students themselves, are held in the lounge on the lower floor.
Th club has its own representati ve, Frank Pugh, on the cafeteria-dormi
tory committee.
Frequently the boys get a little too boisterou whereupon Capt. J. C.
Deuel, our well-spoken and beloved head, calmly stops the row.
Some things that have happened throughout the year:
"Bull Sessions" in Lynn 's room.
Barney polishing everybody's shoes.
Jagla's singing the "Martins and McCoys."
Bradley's expression when he loses something.
And here's something else
What would happen if:
Foster got up early some morning?
Null didn't nose out all the food in the dorm ?
Cook stayed up until nine o'clock some night?
Huber ever got the Packard running?
Lynn and Tomei agreed ?
"Peanuts" Rogers and "Punk" Fowler used their own soap?
"Social Register Peach Fuzz" left the women alone?
This year, although not without trials and hardships, has been a very
happy one for all of us, and we have made friendships that will last ·
throughout our lives.

Front row, from left: R. Kobayoshi, J. Gilli, M. Moore, L. Vanoncini, K. Hallikainen, E . Wiley, T. Moon, R. Livesey, C. Hofflund, D. Ross , H. Petree, R. Ottman.
Second row: N. B. Smith, S. Simonian, G. l?a rncby, H. Abe, P. Spani, .r. Burgess, F. Clement, J . Harter, M. Hare, J . Snyder, P. MacDonald, T. Topham, F. Alley, H. Nitta .
Third row: A. Tognetti, B. Cos ner, H. Lilley, J . Cox, E. Lawrence, A. Starn, H. Bonham, L. Frame, 0 . Canclini, L. Fitzgnald, F . Brown, J. Deering, P. Bjurman.
Fourth row: G. Sackett, W . Grim es, C. Tuni~ on, B. Flower, H. Gibson, A. Hini(le, R. Lang, C. McDonald , C. Agbashian, A. MacKillop, E. Wettstein, J. Schweizer.
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Fred C. AJley .. ........................President
Robert Lang .................. Vice-President
Ben Cosner .......................... Sec.-Treas.

Heron Hall was the second Dorm to be built on the campus. It was built
in the summer of 1928 and named in honor of Alexander Heron, who was
deputy director of education for the State of California.
"Pop" Smith, superintendent of Heron Hall, usually had a hard time
with "his boys" in keeping them under control, so this year he decided to
let the boys govern themselves. He got together with the executive com
mittee and plans were made. A committee composed of Simon Simonian,
Antone Starn, James Cox, Bernard Flower, and the executive committee
was appointed to keep the dormitory in order at all times. This plan was
working throughout the school year and proved very successful. Heron
Hall is the only dormitory that has this sort o f student self-government.
"Pop" likes to go around every morning and awaken every person per
sonally. He says he gets a big kick out of it, but it is the fellows that
usually get the kick. He found out that if he rang the bell every morning,
which was customary, that many fellows missed their breakfast or first
period classes.
There are still many things that happen around the dorm that can't
very well be controlled by anyone, such as:
Jim Cox and his candid camera.
Chauncey McDonald and Howard Hudson always lying in bed.
"Fish Cake" Hallikainen always phoning.
"Smudge Pot" Schweizer always talking about Carpinteria.
Frank Clement always headed towards town.
Everyone dashing down to the lounge room every morning to read the
funny paper.
With all the clowning that goes on there is always a friendly feeling of
each fellow towards everyone. The dormitory club has brought each stu
dena in the dormitory in closer contact with each other so that the life
at California State Polytechnic will be remembered by every fellow in
Heron Hall.

Last row: C. Lambert, C. Nuzum , J. Powers.

Front row, fr o m le ft: G. Durston, S. Yos hi oka, T. H ersu m , M . Danley , H . Gang l, E. Ford, D. Hu g h ett, A. Lewis, W. Lucas, S . F1·antz.
S eco nd row: W. Huffine, D. Pri ce, E . Maxso n , S. V a nn , M. Williams , W. Dtll3ois, J. Nagle, E . J auc h , B. Anderso n.
Third row: Dr . R. D. Brown, J. Trenuy, S . And erso n , R . Kr eig, H. Laux, C. Akin• , P. Coombs.
Fourth row: A. W orledge, Jr. , H . Coms tock, M. V,' atson , G . C h apma n , H. Hudso n, M. W es t.

Anson Lewis .......................... President

Deuel Dormitory, built in 1904, and renamed after Capt. J. C. Deuel,
who has been with Poly since 1920, had not been used immediately previ
ous to this year, but due to the growth in the number of students it was r e
occupied this year. The new chemistry and physics professor, Dr. Robert
D. Brown, better known as "Doc," has been the superintendent. Doc found
he really had to use his wits to keep up with his fourth of the Mustangs,
not to mention the cadets, who also resided in Deuel.
You wouldn't even recognize th e place if you walked in and didn't hear
"Doc" saying, "Laux, the sooner I find out who set fire to the waste-paper
basket and turned out the light, the better it will be for you guys." Or, for
a little variation, he might be down in DuBois' room, saying "Songbird
Hughett, I'll give you just thirty seconds to get into your own room, and
what are you other five fellows doing here?"
Then as you pass through the lounge, you find that Dave Ai has just
bid six hearts at a game of bridge, and only made two tricks, and Sammy
Samalar is telling him how he should have done it.
If such a thing as monotony was threatening, Bj urman could always
be counted on to let out a cheerful little "Wahoo," which would wake up
even Null, the janitor.
Since Deuel was "Doc" But~ er's local hangout, he spent much of his
spare time showing the fellows how to play checkers. He not only won
the checker tournament, but bought the dorm a new checker board to
rub it in. The battle of the century was played between the "Doc's." For
information regarding the outcome, see them .
For the latest in music, Millard Watson is the lad. He not only plays the
piano for the Cal Poly Collegians but raises cain in the lounge room. It is
very doubtful if he really knows how to play, but he can swing "it."
The last quarter found many of the fellows on their last legs. Take Paul
Pitt for example, he used up more candlepower than ever, while the other
two stoogies, Grant Thorne and "That's My Roommate Powers" spent their
time making more "Hay! Hay!" than ever.

Front row, from left: 0. Vanclini, F. Alley, P. M cDonald, H. LanJ!, J. Gilli, E. Righetti, H. Linvill e,
E . J auch. Second row: E. McClure, W . Fetters, M . H are, C. Iddin gs , E. La Salle, M. L ayou3, W. Kin
ney, L. Stennett, L. UOJ!J!OSS. Lus t row: B . Butcloer, A. Candee, R. Cocke, H . Hudson.

GAMMA P I DELTA
Wilbur Kinney ................ .... .. President
Howard Hudson ............ Vice-Preside nt
Emile LaSalle .................. Secy.-Treas .
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Gamma Pi Delta is the only honorary organization on the campus and is
composed of students of agriculture who are voted to membership on a
basis of scholarship, leadership, and project achievements.
The organization got under way early this school year and as a result,
have had a very active and interesting year. There was an enjoyable dinner
dance early in the fall, held in the Moon Room of the Gold Dragon. This
affair was beyond a doubt the social highlight of the year and one that none
of those who attended will forget for some time to come. During the second
quarter seven new members were taken in and initiated duly and thorough
ly. In the third quarter the fraternity ordered a beautiful combination key
and pin and adopted it as the permanent insignia of the club.
Later in the quarter more new members were taken in and initiated in
the usual manner. After the initiation the second order of Fraternity keys
was sent .in so that the newly initiated members could wear their shiny
new keys home to show their folks the honor that they had won.

Fi rst r o u;r. f ro m left: S . Raga n, E . Naman , E . Ford, A . Candee, T . Suehi ro. Seco nd row : H. N itta, T .
H ersu m , L . You ng, R. H u n t, Capt J . C. Deuel. La s t row: E. J >~uch, H . Bon ham, H. Boltz. J . Mi ller,
G. Sondeno

POLY "Y"
Emery D. Ford........................President
Melvin Williams ..... ... .. ..Vice-President
Tatsumi Suehiro ................ Sec.-Treas.

The Poly "Y" is a club organized to help build character in our students
so that we may set an example to others . Throughout the year we have
had an unlimited number of outside speakers talk to us on topics pertaining
to either of local or world wide interest. One of our most important speak
ers was Merle Waterman, who told us all about the movements of "Youth
in Foreign Countries" as he saw them.
We also have social events of our own; one of which was our annual trip
to Cambria Pines where a great game of baseball was played and plans
made for the club year, followed by a nice cool dip in the ocean.
Our advisers are two men of very high character who help to further
the ideals of the club; they are Capt. J. C. Deuel and Howard Christman,
who is the secretary of the local Y. M. C. A.
Our Creed-Clean Speech.
Clean Sports.
Clean Scholarship.
Clean Life.

First row, front to back: H. Comstock, K. Hallikainen, J . O'Brien, D. Stansifer, C. Baker. Second row : P. Spani, M. Rush, J . Burgess, M. Libonati, J. Cox, T. Cunha.
Third row: C. McDonald, E. Sal€s, C. Strader, E. Chiles, G. Sondeno. Fourth row: M. Naman, M. Dan ley, J. DeEring, F . Alley, M. Munneke. Fifth row: M. Sondeno,
S. Vann, R. Smith, L. Naman, D. Barrelt, E. Wil ey." Sixth row: H. Turton, N. Frederiksen, F. Clement, R. 13rown, E. Danbom, L. Frame. Drum major, E. Naman.
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BAND
K2uko Hallikainen ...... .......... President
Leonard Frame ............ Vice-President
Paul Spani .......... ......... ....... Sec.-Treas.
Evins Naman ... .. ............. Drum Major
Fred Alley ... ..... . .................... . Manage:·

This year's band has made history at Poly. With an increase in size
over twice the number of previous years, the band started out by buying
some very snappy uniforms which consists of white pants, orange tie,
white shirt, green jacket with an attractive emblem on the back, and a
cap to match the jacket.
The band played at all assemblies, football and basketball games,
marched in parades in San Luis Obispo, participated in Homecoming, gave
a concert for Poly Royal and the F. F. A. convention, and played for grad
uation. Many fine compliments were re ~eived for the display of march ~ ng
stunts during the halves of the football games, as well as for the fine spirit
and playing of the band throughout the year. The fine rooting and singing
section which accompanied the band added a great deal to the spirit of
the players and student body.
Fred Alley as manager and Leonard Frame as assistant manager did
excellent work in moving and assembling band equipment for the frequent
engagements. Kauko Hallikainen served as clarinet soloist and president
of the band. Paul Spani was secretary. The band was very fortunate in
having a snappy drum major. Evins
Naman was drum major, and he can
really put the band through its paces.
Mr. Harold P. Davidson, leader of the
music department, deserves much cre
dit for what he ha done towards help
ing the students. He has worked many
long hours during the day and night in
helping put over this organization.
A group of the band members made
an enjoyable trip to Los Angeles and
combined with the State Future Farm
er Band to play for the Great Western
Livestock Show.
Mr. Davidson is also the director of
the State F . F. A. Band.

DAVIDSON

NAMA:-<
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C-AL POLY COLL~<liANf

Previous to this year Cal Poly had never known what it was to have a
dance band of her own, but due to the hard work and untiring efforts of
our very able director, H. P. Davidson, Cal Poly is now the pr:.md possessor
of a truly fine dance band .
Our dance orchestra evolved from a get-together "jam sess ·on," and lit
tle progress was made until the latter part of the fall semester. It was
during one of these "sessions" that the group found themselves in-the
groove, or "on the downbeat," so to speak, and with a bit of financ!al aid
from the college they were able to procure the neces sary equipme:1t.
The annual Christmas Dance held in the Poly gym was their first official
public appearance, and everyone expressed deep enthusiasm and extended
many compliments to the boys for their fine work . Then came the Poly
Royal, the biggest dance of the year which usually calls for an outside
orchestra. The fellows felt highly honored to think that the Stu:ient BJdy
and Future Farmers deemed them capable to play for such an occasion.
With this dance behind them and their confidence built up, they went to
greater pains to perfect their style and technique, as well as their appear
ance by the addition of a three-colored lighting system. The Student Body
then contracted them for all further student body dances and activities.
The orchestra elected Jack O'Brien as its manager. Jack has proven not
only a most capable manager, but an excellent student director. Much of
the credit for the success of the organization is due to him.
In the picture, front row : M. Watson, K. Hallikainen, R. Hathaway, D.
Stansifer, R. Brown, H. P. Davidson. Second row : P . Spani, J. O'Brien, A.
Solesbee. Back row: E. Wiley, H. Turton.

Fro n t ro_w, f ro m left : E . J auch, R . Kobayas hi, J . Cocb·a n, C. K wa~- i~ roc h , L. Frame, G. Miln e, P. G ~a m
paoh , E. F o rd , M . So nd eno, T . T opha m , D. Hughett, M. Willi a m s , H . Petr ee.
Bac k ro w: H . P . Davidso n, A. Tog nett i, G. So nd eno, H. Co rns tock, F. Brow n, H . Bo nh am , R . H a ll , P . s :1ea ,
R. Brow n, H . Turto n , J . Mill er , J . Nal{le, P . Coo m b", H . N itta, R. Mo niso n, J. O ' llrien, H . Boltz.
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THE GLEE CLUB
Emery F ord .......................... President
Pat Shea .................................. Manager
P eter Giampaoli .................. Sec.-Treas.

This group of young men have accomplished a "miracle" in the annals of
Cal Poly's history. From a weekly get-together under the capable direction
of Harold P. Davidson there has been developed a choral society far sur
passing all original expectations, which were merely to get together for
the enjoyment of a song, and the fellowship of group singing.
The popularity growth of the club has been very rapid and widespread
throughout S. L. 0. County, and there is a constant demand at the Kiwanis,
Rotary, 20-30, Exchange, and Masonic Dinner clubs for them to be the
"high spot" of the entertainment program.
Within this collection of good fellows we find several aspiring quartets.
One, known as the tallest quartet in radio, had two N . B. C. broadcasts and
numerous engagements to its credit; another has rated very highly in
several contests.
The future possibilities of this co-fraternity are remarkable, because the
increasing competition and the selection of the "best" will enable it to make
many tours throughout the country next year, which will undoubtedly
bring the school outstanding recognition.
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Fronl row, from left: G. Schneider, C. Blecksmith, S . R >w:nn, 1'. Tail. R . Brensl<'in, D. Stans ifer, G. Fowler, M . Gl enn, K. Hallikainen, C. Doser .
Second row: J . J. Hyer, J . 'l're nery, E . Chiles, C. Strader, D. Price, W. Williams , ]> . Giampaoli , W . G a llat in, L. Youn g , R. Hunt, W . Fos l e r, G. Barneby, N . H eikes,
Dr. B. D. Eaton.
Third row: G. Durston, M. Sondeno, C. Zeiders , E . Harmon, D . Ald erman, E . Lawre nce, F. Cl e me nt, J. Cox, T . Moon, W. Grimes , L. Rop:ers .
Last row: R. Williams, R. Dumont, B. Flower, C. Fausti r.o.

ELECTRICAl

POLY PHASE CLUB

Sam Ragan .. .. ......... .. ............. President
Kauko Hallikainen ......Vice-President
James Cox ... ....................... Sec.-Treas.

The first regular weekly meeting this year of the Poly Phase Club was
held on September 23, 1936. Bernard Flower was elected president for the
first semester, Bill Imhoff vice-prsident, and Sam Ragan secretary.
The activities during Mr. Flower's term included discussions of current
problems and progresses in the electrical profession, consideration of
problems of particular interest to the industrial department and a t rip
to the Union Sugar Factory at Betteravia to inspect the electrical equip
ment in use there. The big problem that confronted the club was the merg
ing of the Poly Phase paper, "High Voltage," into one paper representing
the whole Industrial Department. The club consented to have one paper
called "High Voltage, Altitude and Humidity," which would represent each
department of the Industrial Division.
Charles Blecksmith was elected president for the second semester at
the meeting held on December 6, 1936. Elwin Harmon was elected vice
president and Lawrence Barre secretary.
Beside the regular discussions and addresses given by the members,
the club was active in sponsoring electrical shows. An excellent as well
as interesting show was given for the Parent-Teachers Association of
San Luis Obispo.
The E 1ectrical Department for the first time displayed an excellent
exhibit of electrical farm appliances and some electrical phenomena at the
Poly Royal.
The second semester ini tiation was a unique one owing to the fact that
the new members were lodged in the city jail for a short period before the
final ordeal.
Sam Ragan was elected president for the third semester at the meeting
held on March 17, 1937. Kauko Hallikainen was elected vice-president and
James Cox secretary.
The big event of the club for the semester was a three-day trip to Los
Angeles to visit a radio station, two electrical factories, a typical substa
tion and a steam power plant.

Firs t row, from left: S . Frantz, F. Cantrill, E. W i ley, E. Fo rd, L. Naman, E. Sal es , E. Naman.
S eco nd row : R . P . l\1.a :son, M Naman, T. T o pham, J . Deer ing , M. H awkins , J. Burgess, J. McGrath,
J . Lohrbe rg, W . P he lan.
Third row : R. Sl icton, R. Cal'I>E nter, J. H an sen , J . O'Brie n, H . Tu r ton , R. Brow n, G . J agla, P . Shea,
H . Bonham.

ALPHA GAMMA EPSILON
Ma x Hawkins ........................ President
Ed Sales ........................ Vice-President
James McGrath ·--···----····-·---· Secr etary

The Social Society of the Air Conditioning Department under the name
"Alpha Gamma Epsilon" was formed , this year, of all members of the
class with the instructor, R. P . Mason, as adviser. In future years the
members of the societ y will be chosen from the members of the class by
the old members of the club.
When the club was organized a permanent charter was drawn up and
signed by all charter members.
The club made one field trip this year when the whole class made an ali
day trip to Lompoc to go through the J ohns-Mansville Diatomaceous Earth
plant. The student had an opportunity to study the procedure in the mining
and processing of this t ype of insulation.
As a social event the club had a pri vate dance at Morro Bay. The dance,
with Bill Phelan and Reginald Brown in charge, was a great success and
everyone enjoyed a pleasant evening. A beach party late in the spring
completed the outside activities of the club.

Front row, rfom left: G. Saen z. J . Powers. C. St1·ad e r. M. V a nderburg. M. Sonde no, H . Peb· ee, L. Frame.
Back row: H. P . Davidson, R. Kobayas hi, F. Alley , L. Naman, M. Naman, M . Munneke, P . S hea , H . Gib on ,
J . O'Brien, H . Eoltz.

CAL POLY DRAMATIC CLUB
H oward Boltz ........................ President
Jack O'Brien ..................Vice-President
Harry Petree ...................... Sec.-Treas.

The Dramatics Club this year started with a fervor of success and con
tinued to turn out finished plays before appreciative audiences. The most
successful among the plays produced were "Frenzied Finance," "Three
Rogues and a Rascal," "Sparkin'," "The Mayor and the Manicure," "Hero,
Villian, and Everything," and that old drama "He Ain't Done Right by
Nell." Each play was selected and chosen for its superiority of plot and
raciness of lines and was picked out by the members of the club.
The club itself was a close knit, well organized group consisting of about
twenty young men all interested in dramatics. Regular meetings of the club
were held one night a week at which not only the practicing of the art of
presenting plays was taken up, but also interesting and valuable lectures
on such related subjects as stagecraft, make-up, enunciation, and diction
were given by the able director, Harold P. Davidson.
At a meeting of the club it was voted and approved to join a national
dramatic fraternity. If this wish is carried out and a charter is awarded
to the Cal Poly Dramatic Club, this will be the only national fraternity
on the campus.

Firs t row, from left : M. Burton, H. Null, A. MacKillop, D. Hoover , M . Ru s h, M. W illiams, B. Shirey, C. Hotrlund , R . Smith, J . Wilso n, R. L. Jones.
Second row: J. Powers , W. Lincoln, W . Lucas, H . Abe, D. Grim es, P. Spani, G. Milne, M. Ru s h, E. Lauppe, F. Pugh , B . Snow, F. Long, M . C. Martinse n.
Third row : M . W es t, C. Iddings , G. Saenz, S. Simonian, L . Barr, B. Cosner, H. Lilley, ~r . Suehiro, B . Ellis, R. Lang, A . Lewis , R. L ivesey, S. Hawes.
Fourth row: L. Collins, C . McDonald, J. Stanton, R . Hathaway, J . Mill er , C . Nystrom, G. Chapman, ,E. Stickle, A . Starn, L. Dixon, J. Huber , R. Hall, R . Magness ,
H. Hunting, G. Sackett, E. Parker.

THE AERO CLUB

Ben H. Shirey, Jr................... President
Merrill Rush .................. Vice-President
Melvin Williams ................ Sec.-Treas.

The Aero Club, composed solely of Aeronautics students, started this
year with the largest number of members ever r egistered.
With seven airplanes to repair or rebuild, the fellows had many varied
types of ships with which to work.
A practically brand new, but completely demolished, Stinson airplane
was brought into the shop early in the year to be rebuilt. Many of the
necessary drawings have been made so that work may be begun.
A new type racing plane designed by a Lockheed factory engineer was
brought into the shop, later in the year, for completion. This plane is to be
built entirely of metal, incorporating the latest speed designs. The Aero
dynamics class, headed by Roy L. Jones, has completed an entire set of
performance curves for this plane. These calculations will enable pilots and
engineers to know how the ship will perform before it is built.
Among many other planes, some owned by members of the Aero Club,
an American Eagle airplane was completely rebuilt in the shop. This plane
is to be used for instruction purposes at the local airport, and is one of the
finest jobs to be turned out by the school mechanics.
One of the most memorable events of the year was the Aero Club initi
ation which was held at Morro Bay. After a delicious meal and weiner
roast, a never-to-be-forgotten initiation was given the freshmen who were
quite hostile at the time, but who have since seen the humorous side of
the occasion.
Many of the students have taken, or are taking flying instruction and a
number of them have proven to be very good aviators under the able in
struction of Jones and M. C. Martinsen, Jones being a transport pilot with
thousands of hours of flying experience.
At the conclusion of this year's course many Aero students are planning
to take positions in aircraft factories in and near Los Angeles for the
summer for the purpose of gaining valuable information regarding con
struction of modern aircraft.
Most of the former Aero Club members now have permanent positions
with such companies as Pan-American Airways, North American Avia
tion, Douglas Aircraft, Lockheed Aircraft, and Northrop Aircraft Cor
poration.

Back row: Mr. Hollenberg, P . Coombs, R. Biocca, D . Bullington, E. McC lure, P. Bjurman, L . Vaughn , H . Hud w n, E. La Salle, L. Boggess, R. Butcher , R . Cocke, R.
Macbeth , H . Gibson, H. Boltz, S . And erson , H. Coms tock, W. Wood, J. Nagl e , C . Akins, A. Hinkle, Mr . Hpwes , Mr. Shtpard, S. Vann, H . Laux.

Third row: E. Schwander, R. And erson , W. Ki nney, L . St£nnett, E. Russe: l, B. Shown, F . Alley, L . Fram e, B. Go uld , n. Ko bayas hi, P . McDonald, J. Snyder, M. Har e,
J . H a rte r, A . Bowman, C. Nuzum , L. Ben jestorf, C. H a rgrove, A. So les bee, S. Lynn , Mr . Wils on, Mr. Beck, Mr . D av id ~ on, Mr . Leach, Mr. Me rs on, D r. McCapes, Mr.
Dn.: mm .

S€cond row: Mr . Couper, H. Linville, A. Laux, F . Brown, W. Bl'idf ton, G. Yos hiok a , H . Petree, R . l3arney, T . Cunha, M. Vander burg, J . ll.amo3, J. Bloom, G. Silva,
0. Dus ina , H . Dangers , M . Moore, C . Cook, D. Hug hett, A. Wi rtz.., C. Millar, E. W e tts te in, J. Buffalo, B. Kre ig , 13. DuBok, 0 . Canclini, G. Sondeno.

Front row , from left : F . Bradley, B. Nev..man, S. Yamana, M. Libo nat.i, D . Barrett, G. Wils on, G. H ae t , T . H ers um, A. Tog netti , R. Watts, E. Foor, H . La ng , J. Gilli,
A . Candee, R. Ottman, D. R oss , K . Ons tott, M. Layo us, L. Fitge rald, H . Nitta, M. Danley, E . Ri g hetti, H. H os kins.

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA

Tony Cunha ............................ President
Lindsay Boggess ..........Vice-President
Lloyd Stennet t .................. Sec.-Treas.

The Future Farmers of America is a national organization of farm boys
studying vocational agriculture throughout the United States. Organiza
tions are found in 47 states and in the territories of Hawaii and Puerto
Rico. The purpose of this national organization is to recognize and encour
age the natural instincts and tendencies, to organize and to put enthusiasm
and pleasure into work and recreation.
Our chapter is the headquarters for the Future Farmer chapters in
California. In our organization we have most of the boys who are study
ing agriculture at this school. The club has meetings twice a month,
having an interesting program at each one of its meetings. We have
numerous activities but only those which have become traditional will be
mentioned.
During the fall semester, the chapter held a fun night with members
participating in boxing and wrestling matches. The initiation of Green
hands and Future Farmers was also done in the fall.
This year the fifth Annual Poly Royal was held. It was a big success and
included all the departments of the school under the sponsorship and back
ing of the Future Farmer organization.
Another big job that the chapter performs every year is to act as host
to the visiting high school students during the state convention of Future
Farmers held each year on the campus of our school.
During the spring semester, the chapter had a beach party near Pismo
which everybody enjoyed. The final social event given by the chapter was
the barn dance to which all members were invited, this being one of the
most popular events of the year.
Having finished a very successful year the chapter members are looking
forward to even greater accomplishments next year.

Front row, from left: F. All ey, C. Tun ison, W . Ki nney, G. Yoshioka, F. O lg iat i, A . Candee.
Second ro w : A . W or ledge, Jr. , H . L inv ille, M . M ttnneke, C. A gbas hian, R . Sparks, H . Boltz, D. H ughett.

HORTICULTURE CLUB

"'~ODT.

-CLUB

R ichar<i Sparks ...... .............. President
Ca r l Tunison ..................Vice-President
Fred C. Alley........................ Sec.-Treas.

The Horticulture Club consists of students of Landscaping, Truck Crops
and Field Crops, Orchard Problems, and Agricultural Inspection.
The club has had several social events, has taken part in the Poly Royal
and had a big open house demonstration. The club meets every other
Tuesday in the cafeteria to discuss their plans and problems.
The work of the Horticulture Club is quite varied. The Landscaping
Department makes all plans for landscaping and beautifying the campus.
They also do landscaping for the town homes and some of the new public
buildings in town. The Truck and Field Crops group plant many acres in
forage, field crops and vegetable plots. Most of the vegetables used in the
school cafeteria are grown in the Truck Crop plantings. The Orchard de
partment has just completed planting a large area of plantings to decidu
ous and citrus trees and some avocado trees and also a large area of grapes.
The Agricultural Inspection class studies nuts, fruits, and vegetables in
connection with standardization laws and plant quarantine laws .

Front row, fr om left: J . Bloom ( kneeling !, W . Schipper, J. Ganl'( l, C . Campbell , L. Frame, L. Stennett,
L. Boggess, E. La Sa lle, E. Russell, 0 . Canclini, E. W ett,tei n, 0. Du s ina .
Second row : G. M. Drumm , K. Kwas il'(roch, M . Fo-berg, R. Adams, B. Butche r , C . Akin s , R. Cock e, P.
Bju rm an, R. Kreig, V. M eac ham.

DAIRY CLUB

Lindsay Boggess .................. President
Ll oyd Stennett ..............Vi ce-President
Howard Hudson .................. Secretary

The Dairy Club was organized for the pu rpose of further developing the
activities of the department, and is compcsed of students taking either the
Dairy Manufacturing or the Dairy Production co urse.
Among the numerous activities of t he year were trips to the Randolph
Hearst Ranch and to numerous dairies in San Luis Obispo and Santa
Barbara counties . The club also participated in the Santa Maria fair and
conducted the County Farm Bureau Cow Testing Association.
The students fitted and showed a large number of dairy animals for the
Poly Royal, thus gaining experience in that line. Carl Kwasigroch won the
contest from a field of fifteen.
Students own a total of twenty-five dairy animals from which they plan
to raise their future herds.
The Dairy Club is completely in charge of the purebred herd and milk
handling plant which supplies milk for the cafeteria and faculty.

Firs t t·ow, from left: H . Linville, F. Alley, M . Munneke, W . DuBois, D. Hughett, E. Schwander, A. Can
dee, J . Gang l.
Second row: A . W orledge, Jr., W . W atson, G. Sondeno, C . Agbas hian, R. Sparks , J. Schwoizer, E . J auch,
H. Nitta, W . Fetters.

AGRICULTURE INSPECTION CLUB

Bill DuBois ..... ....................... President
Charles Agbashian ......Vice-President
Norman Brown .................... Secretary
Oscar Van Horn.................... Treasurer

The Agricultural Inspection Club, Kappa Phi Kappa, was organized dur
ing the fall quarter of 1936 by a group of agriculture inspection students
who were interested in professional improvement along the lines of their
chosen field of work. The stated purposes of the organization are:
1. To bring about a closer cooperation between students and instructor.
2. To serve as a means of maintaining friendships and acquaintances of
members during the years following graduation. During its first year of
existence much has been accomplished. Educational demonstrations were
conducted for both Poly Royal and State F . F. A. Convention. These demon
strations, pertaining to Plant Quarantine, Apiary, Standardization, Weed
and Rodent Control, and Field and Orchard Inspection, were of great in
terest and value to both club members and visitors.
Several trips have been taken this year by the Agricultural Inspection
Club members. These trips include San Francisco, Watsonville, Visalia, Sa
linas, Santa Barbara, Carissa Plains, Los Angeles, and many local field
trips about the county.

Front row, kneeling , f r om left : H. W . W estlun d, H. Petree, R . Ott ma n , M. Libonati, A . Bowman.
Front row, sta nding, fr om left : R. K obayas hi , M . H are, J . S n yder , J . Harte r, P. McDo nald , C. H aeg€ 
meiste r, Mr . L €ac h .
S eco nd row: S. And er • on, H . Gibson, R. Macbet h, R. Biocca, C. Lambert , F . Brown, A . Hinkle, L . Vau g h a~.

POLY POULTRY PRODUCERS
Frisbie Brown .............. ........ President
Harold Gibson -------------- --· ----- Trea surer
Robert Biocca ----- ------------------- Reporter

A large increase in new students marked the beginning of a successful
year for the Poly Poultry Producers.
The first event of importance was an enjoyable turkey feed in which new
members introduced themselves and told of their reasons for becoming
poultrymen. An interesting speaker, from a large poultry plant, completed
the program.
The Poly Royal, and our part in it, the Poultry and Egg Show, next oc
cupied our attention. Two competent judges, J. E. Dougherty, editor of the
N ewlaid News and a prominent poultryman and judge, made the placings
in the Poultry Show; and Dwight Bixby of Rosemary Farm judged the
Egg Show. Competition was very keen especially in the Poultry Show,
where entries were much larger this year. Entries of White Leghorns,
Barred Rocks, Silkies and Bantams, all from the school plant, made a very
excellent and complete show. Best bird in the show went to a Leghorn
pullet.
The outstanding highlight of the year was a 1000-mile trip, taken in
March, through the central part of California, where we visited some of the
leading poultrymen in the state.

Second row: K. Onstott, S. Lynn, A. So lesbee, D . Bulling ton, C. Hargrove, II. ComRtock, J . Nagl e, S. Vann, A. Laux, H. Laux, R. Anderson, P. Coombs, E. McCiurt.

D. Ba rrett, L. Cunha, W . Huffine, H . Wi :w n.

Front, s tanding, f rom le (t: R. Shown , E . F oor, A. Tog nct t.i, J. £ufTalo, C. Cook, J. Cochran, A. Wir tz, W . Brids ton, M. Vanderb urg, E. Ma xso n, S. Ynmana, H . H o3kin s ,

Knee!ing, from left : L . F itzger a ld , E. Rigl:etti, R. Earney, D. Rooo, M. Moor e, M. Layous, J. Gilli, H. Lang, H. Dange rs, G. Hact, R . Watts, T. H ers um , M. Danley,
G. Silva .

BOOTS AND SPURS CLUB

E.
E.
A.
D.

Bridg ford ____ .. ____ ..____ .. ______ President
McClure ______ , ____________ Vice-President
Laux _____ ---------------------------- Secretary
Barrett _______ , _______ ________ _ Treasurer

The Boots and Spurs Club of the California Polytechnic is composed of
members of the Meat Animal Department and holds regular social and
business meetings to study progressive developments in the field of Ani
mal Industry.
Off campus activities of the club are primarily showing their project
animals that are fed and fitted as part of the practical training in their
Meat Animals course. The shows attended at which the members have an
opportunity of comparing their feeding and showing ability with other
breeders of the United States, primarily of the eleven western states, are
the California State Fair, the Great Western Livestock Show, held at Los
Angeles in the fall and the Interstate Livestock and Baby Beef Show held
at South San Francisco in the spring.
Accomplishments this year have been outstanding even when compared
to a previous long list of successful years of participation by Boots and
Spurs members. We will enumerate a few of the outstanding winnings of
this year:
At the State Fair, John Gilli showed his Crossbred lambs to win both
Grand Champion individual and pen. In the beef division Ed Schwander
and Malon Moore received Champion Awards in Angus and Shorthorn
classes respectively.
Swine entries made a creditable showing in exceptionally fine hog classes.
Many other prizes too numerous to mention in this recital were won by
Boots and Spurs members.
Of eighteen head of prime fat cattle showed at L. A. sixteen head placed
in strong classes entered by leading breeders and feeders throughout the
western part of the United States. A Hereford Junior calf ownd by Malon
Moore was placed Reserved Grand Champion of this fine show.
A pen of Duroc barrows entered by Shigeo Y amana in this show were
named Champion pen of all breeds for the open division. Many other fine
hogs as well as sheep exhibited by club members won numerous prizes.
The most interesting event of the year came next being the fifth Annual
Poly Royal. Several of the State Polytechnic foundation animals were se
lected by the club members and were fitted for exhibition at the Poly Royal
in regular show ring style. The prize for beef showmanship went to Marcel
Layous with his Hereford steer. The prize for sheep showmanship went to
Don Bullington with his crossbred lambs. The prize for hog showmanship
went to Arnold Wirtz with a Poland-China aged sow.

ACTIVITIES
September
On September fourteenth, with the largest college enrollment that the
school has ever had, students from 43 California counties, from all parts of
the United States and from Alaska, Hawaii and India, flooded our dormi
tories beyond their capacity. Some of the students were forced to room
and board in private homes.
Frosh were soon seen wearing the traditional Orange and Green caps,
except for a few who were treated to a free swim in Cal Poly's famous
horse trough.
Poly's football season started with a bang. Our first game was with the
Lumberjacks of Arizona State College at Flagstaff, Ariz. After a roaring
send-off at 4 :30 in the morning of September 25, the squad arrived at their
destination early the following morning. The fellows had a very enjoyable
trip, which included a visit to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, and a
short stay in Los Angeles. It is rumored that Coach Howie almost lost a
few of his star men at some of the dime shows, but after a careful count
before starting h : > me, Howie f ound
all of them to be present.
We also welcomed many new
faculty members during the first
month of school.
October
All students were really getting
down t o work by the time of the
ann ual r eception in honor of the
Freshmen.The neophytes did their
part very well.
One of the most enjoyable and most looked-forward to functions of the
fall quarter was Homecoming. This year saw more grads roaming around
the campus than for some time, in spite of the cloudburst which fell the
evening before. The annual Alumni banquet and dance were a huge success.
The evening was climaxed by a
huge bonfire, and the Block "P" on
the hill was lit by dozens of burn
ing torches. The football game in
the afternoon, which attracted
hundreds of spectators, was one of
the classics of the year.
"Howie's" football team had
been really "going to town" with
the support of the student body
stirred to its highest pitch by our
two capable yell leaders, Ray Watts
and Sam Ragan, and by the newly
uniformed band directed by Harold

P. Davidson. The marching work of the band was one of the rapid accom
plishments of the fall .
November
Armistice Day found Coach O'Daniels' herd of Mustangs tangling with
the University of San Francisco Frosh team. This was one of our most
exciting games, although we come out on the snort end of the score. The
yell leader and band continued to lead the student body in their support
of the team.
The first vacation of the year came when we went home for our Thanks
giving holidays from November 24
to 30. On Thanksgiving Day, the
Mustangs defeated the Modesto
Jaysee team by three touchdowns,
and a fortnight later Modesto beat
San Mateo J aysees and claimed the
junior college championship of
Northern California. The evening
of the local victory, the boys whD
were still on the campus enjoyed
a very good Thanksgiving dinner,
prepared by the cafeteria force.
December

The California Polytechnic Quartet, Shea, Brown, Turton and Boltz, the
tallest quartet in the world, sang at the National Farm Bureau Convention
at Pasadena, and later on a National Network. On December 14 and 15
the Los Angeles Livestock Show took place with a large number of Poly
entries. Cal Poly's steers won over Oklahoma Agricultural College entries,
thereby putting all of our boys in the highest of spirits . We then closed
the curtain on the year of 1936 with a big chicken dinner in the Cafe.
January

The Basketball squad made their debut in January and got off to a roar
ing start with the Yell Leaders and the Band leading the Student Body in
their support of the team.
The gym was packed on January 26, with laughing rooters to watch
the Broadway Clowns. The following week we had more comedy when our

men challenged the House of David. These two teams are the leading
hoopsters in the country.
February

The Block "P" Dance was one of the main features of this month on
February 13th. The music was furnished by the Cal Poly newly-organized
orchestra-Cal Poly Collegians-among whom the noted player "Fishcake"
Hallikainen tooted to his heart's content.
We enjoyed another vacation in honor
of George Washington's birthday on
February 22. Most of the boys went
home, but those that remained had a
good time at the beaches, hiking through
canyons, or climbing mountains that
surround the campus.
On Feburary 26, the Student Body was
entertained by the school office force .
Many of the fellows' ideas of the damsels
in the office were changed after witness
ing the exhibition of tap dancing, solos
and dialogues. It was one of our finest
programs and we won't be very surprised
to see or hear some of them on radio in
the near future, (Not much.)
The coming Poly Royal was brought
to our attention by a dance sponsored by
the Aero Department and called the Pre
Poly Royal Dance. This was the first of
a series of dances sponsored by the vari
ous clubs of the school. Our Vice-President said it would be a good way to
get variety of decoration, but I think it was a better way for him to get
out of work.
March

The Aero Club took a jaunt to Los Angeles this month to look over some
factories and new type planes at the Los Angeles "Air Show." As usual
the boys took in the bright lights of the city, but they all managed to get
home alive.

The Fifth Annual Poly Royal, held on March 12 and 13, was without a
doubt the most outstanding show that the school has sponsored. Poly
Royal this year adopted the theme of "Follow Poly's Progress." It was felt
that this would best signify the spirit of the occasion as well as bring to
the attention cf the guests of the
day the w:mderfully progressive
strides our school is making. Fea
tured attractions were the new
buildings under construction or to
be built in the near future.
Of especial interest to the par
ticipating students this year was
the large increase in prizes over
that of previous years, in nearly
every instance there were special
prizes for first place and championship classes, all of which tended to
make the competition and enthusiasm very keen. Malon Moore won the
"John Gilli Trophy" for his expert showmanship in the Beef Cattle Classes;
Carl Kwasigroch won the grand champion and the sweepstakes awards
in the Dairy Cattle Department; and Frisbie Brown showed the grand
champion bird of the Poultry De·
partment.
This year's Poly Royal had many
features that had not been a part
of any of the other Poly Royals;
outstanding among these was the
cooperation given the Agricultural
Division by all of the Departments
of the Industrial Division. The
Electrical Department worked with
the Agricultural Mechanics classes
in preparing cne of the most worthwhile exhibits of the show. They dis
played the newest of electrical appliances that are used on the modern
farm, together with a display of electrical phenomena. The Air Condition
ing Department prepared a most interesting exhibit of heating, ventilat
ing and refrigerating equipment, much of which was student owned, the
remainder was the apparatus used
for instruction. The Aeronautics
students showed t h e visitors
through the various branches of
their excellent department.
The Adult Farm Organization
Judging Contest was responsible
for the presence of several hun
dred of our visitors. More teams
participated than had been enter
ed heretofore making the competi

tion the most exciting ever. There were numerous estimating contests
going on throughout the day, all with valuable prizes for the winners,
which added greatly to the excitement of the day.
As a fitting climax to the festivities a Coronation Ball was held Saturday
eYening in Crandall Gymnasium.
In a very impressive ceremony
Miss Fern Porter was crowned
"Miss Poly Royal" for the 1938
Poly Royal.
Space permits only a very brief
account of a few of the many acti
vities of this year's show, but suf
fice it to say that all obstacles were
.
overcome to make this a Poly
.·
Royal that will long be remember
ed by those who attended it and by those who participated in it.
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April

This was a big month for the Electrical Department. The long looked
for trip to Los Angeles was actually becoming a reality. The Poly Phase
Club left on April 14th, and
/
through the influence of
Mr. Cox in Los Angeles,
the group was escorted
through several sub-sta
tions, the receiving station
from Boulder Dam, steam
plants, the million-volt lab
oratory at Cal Tech., etc.
Thetrip proved to be a very
profitable one for all both
in pleasure and knowledge.
On the evening of April 17 the shops and class rooms all over the campus
were thrown open to the public. Several hundred visitors looked with ap
proval on the phenomenal exhibits of the industrial departments.
This is the annual "Open House." It is on this evening the Electrical
Department and the Aero Department put on their best show which
includes-fake lightning, making iron float on air, electrical phenomena,
or:eration of various types of mo
tors and many other exhibits.
The Aero Department exhibited
their various airplanes in the pro
cess of construction and planes al
ready finished.
May
Each year the California State
Polytechnic Chapter of the Future

Farmers of America acts as host to the Convention of the State Associa
tion. There have been five such conventions held here on the Poly Campus,
the one this year surpassed all others. On May 6th, the Statewide Judging
Contests were held in li vestock, dairy cattle, dairy products, agricultural
mechanics, trees, economic ento
mology and agronomy. On May 7
and 8 the convention sessions were
held.
Registration figures show that
there were 720 boys representing
85 high schools of the state in at
tendance, and that 665 of these
were housed in the 84 tents in the
quadrangle.
The California Polytechnic Chap
ter were particularly fortunate in
having four of their members ele
vated to the degree of State Far
mer, namely Adolph Laux, Colusa; ~
Aldo Tognetti, King City; Emil La
Salle, Norwalk; and Robert Biocca,
Ventura.
Clifford Bjork, representing the
Cal Poly Alumni Chapter won the
Public Speaking Contest and Lloyd
Stennett was elected reporter of
the State Alumni F. F. A. Association.
The entire convention proved to be so successful due to the whole-heart
ed cooperation of the entire student body and faculty of Cal Poly.
Following the convention, the Ag students had their annual "Barn
Dance" on the 15th, in the stock barn. This is one of the biggest social
functions of the A-gs, exclusive to the Ags. Prior to the dance, one could
see evidences of manhood appearing on the upper lips of a great many stu
dents, which they displayed with pride to the objects of their affection.
The Block "P" trip followed on the week-end of the 29th, which is after
the baseball and track season. This trip is for the purpose of initiating the
new Block "P" members. On May 29th they journeyed to Arroyo Seco
and returned the following day.

June
The first of June found many of the fellows walking around with their
heads down or else sitting in corners groaning. The mere thought of the
final exams caused gray hairs to prematurely spring out of some unfor
tunate's head.
But nevertheless some forty-two brave men weathered the storm for the
most impressive commencement exercises the school has had.
Carl Beck and Charles Knott, the heads of the Agricultural and Indus
trial Departments respectively, presented their respective graduates. The
Director of the school, Julian A. McPhee, gave a very impressive talk of
the progress and future activities of our ever growing school.
Following Mr. McPhee, Dr. F. W. Thomas of Fresno State gave a very
inspiring talk to the graduates. Leo Young and Bernard L. Butcher repre
senting the Industrial and Agricultural departmnts of the school present
ed two very interesting talks.
The ceremonies were concluded by the best dance sponsored by the stu
dent body of the entire year.
This concludes the highlights in the activities of the past year, a year
which has been a very pleasant one to all and which will long be remem
bered.

FOOTBALL
Faced with the hardest schedule in the history of the school Coach
Howie O'Daniels greeted a green but determined group of pigskinners and
set about to mold them into one of the big Green and Gold machines.
There were but seven lettermen returning and around these Howie set
about to build up a team . From a rather weak machine the boys developed
very rapidly and as the season rolled by they became stronger with each
game. The peak of the season was reached when on Thanksgiving Day
the Mustangs met and defeated the strong Modesto J. C. Pirates, cham
pions of the Northern J. C. Conference, 18 to 0. The players cannot be
given too much credit and praise for the fine spirit they showed throughout
the year. Injuries and minor ailments weakened the team considerably
and yet in spite of these setbacks the team was all the more determined to
go out and win. Those who won their letters this year were: Charlie
"Wong" Cook, Oscar "Robin Hood" Van Horn, Jack "Toughy" Clark, Paul
"Tarzan" Bjurman, Ed "Honeyboy" Lawrence, Ossie "Legs" Dusina, Hen
ry "the Great" Null, Stanton "Sugar" Lynn, Ed "Buck" Schwander, Jimmy
"Fireball" Williams, Ben "Petty" Snow, Paul "Twinkletoes" Pitt, Charles
"Chuck" Agbashian, Max "Slapsie" Hawkins, Bob "Coozie" Hathaway,
George "Shorty" Silva, Bob "Goosie" Garcia, Pat "Sullivan" Shea, Bill
"Curly" Dooley, Gabe "No-o" Saenz, and Dick "Ponoka" Sparks.
Cal Poly 0-Arizona State 7
For the first time in the history of the school the Mustangs traveled out
of the state for a football game with the Arizona State Lumberjacks. Out
weighed by their heavier opponents the State Tech boys put up a splendid
battle and were finally defeated 7- 0. The Arizona touchdown came in the
second period when Dushek crashed over from the seven-yard line and
Pavlich converted for the extra point. In the third period the Mustangs
advanced from the fifty to the five-yard line of the Lumberjacks but were
unable to put the ball over the white line. Bob Garcia, stellar back, received
a wrenched knee which kept him out most of the season. The whole team
played heads up ball and deserve a world of credit.

Standing, left to right: H. O'Daniels, E. Lawrence, J. Powers, V. Tomei, H. Null, C. Agbashian, R. Sparks, 0. Van Horn,
C. Hargrove, M. Hawkins, L. Dixon, G. Chapman, J. Clark, L. Vaughn, P. Bjurman, P . Pitt, C. Bjork.

Front row, from left to right: G. Fowler, C. Nuzum, R. Garcia, W. Dooley, 0. Dusina, E. Schwander, B. Snow, R. Hath
away, P. English, J. Williams, D. Edgmon, G. Silva, C. Cook, G. Schneider, G. Saenz, F. Pugh (Mgr.)

Cal Poly 13- Miramonte J . C. 12
The Mustangs opened the first game of the Confer
ence against the strong Miramonte Junior College.
The boys from over the hill drew first blood when
Finch threw a perfect pass to Cress, right end, who
went over for the first touchdown. Finch failed to con
vert. In the second quarter Hathaway, midget quarter
of the Mustangs, snagged a pass from Bill Dooley
and went over fer the touchdown. Shea kicked the
extra point . In the third quarter Gilmore, J. C. back,
returned a punt from his own 25-yard line to the
Mustang 29. In two plays Ewing carried it over the
line and once again Finch failed to convert. From this
point on the Mustangs proceeded to get hot and set
cut on a sustained drive down the field. On the touch
dcwn play D oo~ey once again threw a long pass to
Hathaway who took it over the goal line standing up.
Hawkins, Sparks, Dooley, Hathaway, Bjurman, Pitt,
Null, Lynn, and Silva looked very good in there for
the Mustangs while Gilmore and Finch were outstand
ing for the Miramonte boys.
Cal Poly 25- Santa Bar bara Frosh 0
Playing on a soggy turf before a small crowd the
Mustangs ran rampant over the Frosh from Santa
Barbara State. Because of the slippery ball the Mus
tangs confined themselves to straight line plays. They
intercepted six out of the seven passes thrown by
the Fresh. Long gains were made through the tackles
on the Frosh team. In the final period the Frosh made
a determined bid to score but the Mustang line proved
too much for them, bottling up the backs and the line.
Silva, Dooley, Hathaway and Shea looked good in the
backfield while the line played brilliantly. Bjork, Pitt,
Schwander and Null looking very impressive.
Ca1 Poly 0- Santa Clara Frosh 12
Playing against one of the greatest frosh squads
in the history cf Santa Clara the Cal Poly Varsity
put up a game battle. However they came out on the
short end of the score. The first Bronco touchdown
came as a result of a bad Mustang kick. The second
came when Shea fumbled on the Santa Clara five-yard
line and Santa Clara recovered. Sparks, Van Horn,
Dusina, Bjork, Lawrence and Schwander stood out in

the line. Hathaway, Williams and Dooley, until he was
taken out with a sprained knee, played heads up ball.
Homecoming Game
Cal Poly 6-Loyola 19
On a somewhat boggy field a strong Loyola frosh
squad defeated a crippled, though game Mustang
team before a crowd of Homecoming grads to the
tune of 19 to 6. With a half minute to play in the first
quarter, Sims the Loyola left half passed to McFad
den for a touchdown. Reader converted. In the mid
dle of the third quarter Loyola kicked to the Mus
tangs who fumbled and t he ball was recovered by
Loyola on the one-yard line. From this point Sims
went around the end for a touchdown. Reader faile:i
to convert. In the last period with but eight minutes
• left to play Miller carried the ball from the Loyola
35-yard line across the goal line for the only Poly
t ouchdown of the day. Dusina failed to convert. On
the kickoff Lamaritina, left half, received the ball on
his forty-yard line and carried it sixty yards for the
third Loyola touchdown. Little George Silva was the
only back who could seem to gain through the Loyola
line. Ike Miller looked good on his long sweeping end
runs. The Mustangs played most of the game with
their second string backs. Sims for the southerners
was outstanding. Lynn, stellar center, received a bro
ke::J collarbone which put him on the she!f for the
remainder of the season.
Cal Poly 14-Santa Maria 6 (Night Game)
Before a large crowd of enthusiastic fans the Mus
tangs from Cal Poly came from behind in the second
half to defeat the Santa Maria J. C. 14 to 6. Sa:1ta
Maria drew first blood when Jimmy Williams fumbied
a wet and slippery ball which Morris, Santa Maria
tackle, recovered. Clark failed to convert. The re
mainder of the first half was a see-saw battle with
the ball changing hands on numerous occasions. In
the first few minutes of the second half Tomei, left
half, threw a pass to Bob Hathaway who caught the
ball on the 5-yard line and went over for the touch
down. Dusina converted to put the Mustangs ahead.
At the start of the fourth quarter the Mustangs
kicked to the southerners who fumbled on the 15-yard
line. The ball was recovered by the Polyites. Chuck

Cook on an end around carried the ball over for a touchdown. Shea con
verted to boost the score to 14 for the Mustangs and 6 for Santa Maria.
Null intercepted a Saint pass on the 40-yard line and the Mustangs ad
vanced the ball to within two yards of the goal line when the final gun
scunded.
Cal Poly 0-U. S. F. Frosh 14
Scoring two touchdowns in the first period a much heavier Frosh squad
from the University of San Francisco defeated the Mustangs before a
crowd of 4000 enthusiastic fans on the Poly field on Armistice Day. Early
in the first quarter Fuchs, left half for U. S. F., ran 85 yards around his
right end for a touchdown. He converted. Later in the same period the
Frosh made a sustained drive from the Poly 49-yard line. Throwing short
passes and plunging over the guards they advanced to the one-yard line
from which point Bolster, fullback, carried it over. Fuchs again converted.
Although they were outweighed greatly the Mustang line deserve a lot of
credit for the determined battle they waged.
Cal Poly 20-Salinas J. C. 6
A snarling pack of Salinas J. C. Panthers were tamed by the Mustangs to
the tune of 20 to 6. This win gave the Mustangs the C. C. C. C. J. C. Cham
pionship for the fourth consecutive year. Early in the first quarter Hatha
way intercepted a pass and ran to within two yards of pay dirt. Bob Garcia
carried the ball over from this point. Toward the end of the second period
the Mustangs advanced to within three yards of the goal but were stopped
cold by an alert Panther line. On the punt Hathaway returned the ball to
the Panther 45-yard line. On a series of line bucks the ball was advanced

to the 14-yard line. English on the next play faded back and threw a
perfect pass to Hathaway who went over for the touchdown.
The second half opened with the Panthers putting on a dazzling aerial
show. A poor punt by the Mustangs gave the Sa!inas team the ball on the
30-yard line of the Mustangs. One running play and a pass were all that
were necessary for the Panthers to score. Salinas again opened a deter
mined drive but were stopped on the Mustang 15-yard line. The Mu tangs
punted out of danger. On the next play the Panthers fumbled on a lateral
and the Mustangs recovered. Another pass from half Gabe Saenz to Maxie
Hawkins was good for the third touchdown of the game. The point was
converted and the Mustangs emerged with the Championship . Shea was
injured and was lost for the Modesto game. Bowman of the Panthers was
the outstanding man on the field. The Mustangs played one of their best
games of the season. They played as a unit and after all that is what any
team is striving for .
Cal Poly 18-Modesto J. C. 0
In a colorful Turkey Day Classic the Galloping Mustangs ran roughshod
over Modesto J. C. Pirates, the champions of the Ca~ifornia northwest jun
ior colleges. They played their greatest game of the season. Poly SC:)red in
the first, second and last ~eriods of the game. The Mustangs started off on
a powerful drive which was culminated when Williams crashed over for
the first Mustang touchdown. The remainder of the quarter saw the ball
change hands without any damage being done. In the second quarter Mo
desto on a series of running plays brought the ball to the Mustang 25-yard
line. Here they attempted a lateral which Jimmy Williams intercepted and
sprinted 75 yards down the field for a touchdown. He was given perfect
interference by his teammates.
The third period found both teams battling on even terms until the clos
ing minutes when Dooley faded back and threw a long pass to Hathaway
who romped over the goal. This game marked the close of the football
career of Bob Hathaway, wiry little quarter. He played splendidly and in

recognition of his outstanding work during the year was voted the most
valuable man on the team. He well deserved this honor.
SUMMARY
In making a brief summary of the season just past we might say that
the Mustangs gave a good account of themselves in every game and were
in there giving all they had until the final whistle had blown. Coach Howie
O'Daniels cannot be given too much credit for the splendid work he has
done with the team. He is handicapred by the lack of an a ssistant coach
and must spend time with both the backs and the line and cannot give the
time that should be given to each unit.
With a veteran team returning for the coming season the Galloping
Mustangs should rise to new heights and spread the name of the school
far and wide.
1937 Schedu!e
Sept. 24-Modesto J. C. (night), at Modesto.
Oct. 2-Salinas J. C., at Salinas.
Oct. 9-Miramonte J. C., at Atascadero.
Oct. 16-Humboldt State College, at Eureka.
Oct. 23-San Jose State Frosh, at San Luis Obispo.
Oct. 30-San Francisco State College, at San Luis Obispo.
Nov. 5-Santa Maria J. C. (night), at Santa Maria.
Nov. 11-University of San Francisco Frosh, at San Luis Obispo.
Nov. 19-La Verne College (night), at La Verne.
Nov. 26--University of Idaho (Southern Branch), at Pocatello, Idaho.

Fro nt row, from le ft : F. Hradley, W. Brids ton , M. Rus h , W . Jau ch, 0 . Canclini.
Second r ow, from le ft : H . O 'Danie ls . E. Max,·o n, R . Ca r pente r, C. Babka, J. H anse n, J. Miller.

VARSITY BASKETBALL
With a turnout of some thirty men Howie O'Daniels set out to form an
other Green and Gold casaba team. With seven lettermen returning he was
able to form a team in a much shorter time than in the past. Games were
scheduled with some of the outstanding teams in the country. The Colored
Broadway Clowns and the House of David were among the better teams.
The next game of the season was against the Bakersfield J. C. which the
Mustangs won 40 to 35. Eddie Jauch was highpoint man scoring 12 points.
The first setback of the conference was at the hands of Salinas J. C. to the
tune of 36-37. It was a fast game from start to finish and had the fans in
the stands howling. For their next game the Mustangs traveled over to
Atascadero to meet the Miramonte J. C. on their home court. In a last
minute rally the Mustangs emerged victorious to the tune of 25-24. W es
Bridston sank a long field goal with a minute and thirty seconds left to
play.
Before a packed house the trouping Colored Broadway Clowns came to
town and put on one of the best hoop shows seen in this part of the country
in many years. They had the stands in an uproar from start to finish with
their antics. When the dust had cleared away the Clowns had come out on
the long end of the score 34-33. A clever team from Santa Barbara State
Frosh next invaded the lair of the Mustang and were sent home with a
30 to 27 defeat.

In a return game with Salinas J. C. at
Salinas the Mustangs were defeated 27
to 19. Inability to make their free
throws proved fatal to the Mustangs.
The Bearded House of David brought
their troupe into the Mustang gym and
emerged victorious 33 to 26. They fea
tured a giant center, Art Stoelting who
rose seven feet into the air. The Mus
tangs were unable to shoot the ball over
his head and so were unable to score.
Santa Maria J . C. was defeated to the
tune of 28 to 25 on the Mustangs' court.
In the final game against Salinas the
Mustangs again went down to defeat 34
to 25 . Invading Santa Maria the Cal
Poly Varsity defeated th e Saints 38 to
29 on the Saints' court. In a return
game the next week the Saints were
again sent home with a 38-32 defeat. In
one of the most thrilling games of the
season the Miramonte team defeated
the Mustangs in an overtime period 53
to 52 on the Mustangs' c:)Urt. In the final
game of the season at Miramonte the
Mustangs went down to defeat to th e
tune of 52 to 39. This game rang down
the curtain on the season for the local
boys and they turned in a better game
than the score would indicate. When the
final tabulations had been made the
Mustangs had finished in third place in
the conference. Salinas placed first, Mi
ramonte second, Cal Poly third, and
Santa Maria fourth.
Ray Carpenter, stellar center, was
placed on the all-conference team and
Wes Bridston and Ed Maxon made the
second team.With most of the lettermen
returning for next year the Mustangs
can look forward with a great deal of
hope for the future. The following were
awarded their letters: W es Bridston,
Fred Bradley, Bill Jauch, Orlando Can
clini, Maurice Rush, Jim Miller, Ed
Maxon and Leon Babka.
Edward Maxson was elected by the
team as the most valuable player.

Front row. from left: G. Schneid er. J . Ramos, J. Bloom. D . Ross, G. Thorne.
B ack row, f r o m lef t : H. H os kins, R. Hall, A . MacK i llop, R . Lang, S. Liskey,
D. Edgmon.

JAYVEE BASKETBALL
This year's Junior Varsity was probably the strongest
that the school has ever had. The team met and defeated
some of the leading amateur clubs in the county. With
most of the men eligible for next year's Varsity the
school can look forward to a banner season. The J. V.'s
combined fast, clever ball handling with a stubborn de
fense and this combination proved to be most effective.
Ramos, Liskey, Anderson, Lang, MacKillop, Bloom,
Thorne and Hall made up the J v. team and were award
ed the Circle CP.
Following are a list of the games played and the scores:
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee
Jayvee

B's 16-Paso Robles B's 19.
A's 23-Paso Robles A's 10.
A's 33-Arroyo Grande Oilers 12.
A's 40-Miramonte Juniors 10.
A's 23-Arroyo Grande Oilers 20.
A's 28-S. L . 0. Hi Varsity 25.
A's 21-Mavericks 24.
A's 22-S. L. 0. Hi Varsity 26.
A's 24-Pismo Merchants 36.
A's 18-S. L. 0. Hi Varsity 15.

Won 6, lost 4.

Fro nt row, from le ft : V . Tom e i, H.
itta, A. Bow m an , L. Vano nc ini , J . R a mos, E . La uppe, J. Lo hrbe rg,
F . Bradl ey.
S econd row, from le f t : Capt. J . C . Deuel, G. Saen z, A. Hinkl e, R . Carpenter , J. Sta n to n, J . McGrath,
R. S p arks.

BASEBALL
With probably the strongest team in the history of the school the Mus
tangs are in the midst of a heated campaign for the Conference Champion
ship. The "Wrecking Crew" from Cal Poly has raised havoc with the
opposing pitchers and with any
sort of luck should go through to
another conference championship.
The 1937 season was started
with a couple of games against the
High School in which the High
School boys were outclassed. The
first official game of the season
found the strong University of San
Francisco team traveling down to
San Luis to meet the Mustangs.
Andy Bowman, diminutive hurler, was on the mound for the Mustangs.
Ed Walsh, ace of the Dons, twirled for the visitors. Bad base running and
lack of experience cost the Cal Poly team the game . When the dust had
cleared away the final score read 8-4 in favor of the Dons.
With vengeance in their bats and high hopes for their first victory of
the season the Mustangs journeyed down to Santa Barbara to meet the
strong frosh squad . What started out to be a tame game was soon turned
into a track meet. The offerings of the frosh hurler were hit all over the

park and the Mustangs tallied with monotonous regular
ity. The final score read 16-3 in favor of the Mustangs.
Andy Bowman was again on the mound for the winners.
Saenz, Stanton, Bradley, hit homers for the Mustangs.
The next game was played against the strong Taft
Drillers at Taft. Poor baserunning and lack of head-up
baseball cost the Mustangs another game. Saenz pitched
brilliantly for five innings and a temporary loss of control
cost him six runs.
The final score found the Mustangs on the short end of
the score 7-4.
The first conference game of the season was played on
the Mission field with Santa Maria J. C. Nishijima was
on the mound for the Saints and his southpaw sla::1ts were
too much for the Mustangs. The Saints won the game by
a score of 4-2. Bowman pitched good ball for the Mus
tangs but his mates were unable to gather in any runs
for him.
The second conference game found the boys from "over
the hill" invading San Luis. Colmer was on the mound
for the Miramonte J. C. team and his speed ball was very
effective for a few innings. The Mustangs soon pounced
on his offerings for several runs. Saenz hit a home run
for the Poly team. Bowman pitched his best game of the
year, striking out fifteen of the opponents. The whole
team looked like a team should for the first time of the
season.
"Revenge is sweet" so it is said. With the heavy ar
tillery meeting everything the Taft pitcher had to offer
the Mustangs emerged with a 16-6 win over the Oilers.
Carpenter, Stanton, Vanoncini, McGrath, all hit homers
for the local team. It was the last home game of the sea
son for the Mustangs and a good crowd was on hand to
cheer the boys.
May Day found the team traveling to San Francisco to
again meet the Dons. Big Ed Walsh was again on the
mound for the Dons and the Mustangs were out for his
hide. He was driven from the mound in the seventh in
ning and replaced by Marcovich. Saenz pitched for the
Mustangs and his curve was working to perfection. He
was struck in the finger in the seventh inning and had to
be replaced by Bowman.
It was later learned that Saenz had received a frac
tured finger. The end of the game found the Mustangs
on top with a 10 to 7 win. Carpenter hit a homer for the
locals.
The Mustangs once more journeyed over the hill to

Atascadero to meet Miramonte J. C. Colmer was on the
mound for the boys from Atascadero and Bowman for
the Mustangs. As the game progressed it could be seen
that it would develop into a pitchers' battle. Colmer's
fast ball was working to perfection and it had the Poly
team baffled. In the last inning Hinkle drove out a long
double for the only hit of the game against Colmer. This
spoiled his chance to enter the select few that have ac
complished the feat. Bowman pitched equally as well but
a few errors proved the downfall of the Mustangs. The
final score was 3-2 in favor of Miramonte.
Journeying down to Santa Maria for the second game
with the Saints found the Mustangs coming out on the
long end of the score by the count of 2-1. Bowman was
on the mounnd for the locals and Nishijima for the
Saints. It will be remembered that it was earlier in the
season that the southpaw stopped the Mustangs. It was
a very close ball game and it was only by some spectacu
lar fielding on the part of the Saint outfield that the SC)re
was not raised. The Mustangs have now defeated every
team they have played in a regulation game. This in it
self is quite some record. Bowman twirled brilliantly for
the Mustangs and the infield was on its
toes throughout the game. Next Satur- ['"
day the Saints meet the boys from Mi
ramonte J. C. in a double-header and
the chances are that the games will be
split thus placing the Mustangs in a tie
for first place. There is a possibility of
a playoff if the games can be arranged
before the term is over.
As this book is going to print the
Mustangs have two conference games
left. Members of this year's Varsity
were Carpenter, Saenz, Stanton, Brad
ley, Lauppe, Nitta, Hinkle, Bowman,
Vanoncini, Lohrberg, McGrath, Sparks,
Deering and Tomei (manager).
With most of the lettermen return
ing next year the Mustangs can look
forward to a banner year. Captain Deuel
did a splendid job of coaching the fel
lows and had the respect and admira
tion of the whole team.
Fred Bradley was elected by the team
as the most valuable man.

First row, lef t t o rig ht: R. H a th a way, A. Wirt z, C. Nu zu m , G . Sc hne id er, R. L i vesey, D . Ejgemon ,
R. Lang , A. Mac Kill op, W. Lu cas, P . Hu nting, W . Schipper .
Second r od , left t o rig ht : H owa rd O ' Danie ls, H . N u ll , P. Pitt, M . Hawkins, R. Sho wn , W . W ood , A. Sol es
bee, G. J agla , M. W est, J . Mill er , L . Boggess , W . F ost er , H . H oskins ( Mg r. ) .

TRACK
The track squad this year was somewhat ham{:ered by the lack of train
ing facilities and the wet weather. However, in spite of the many setbacks
the squad was out every day and journeyed to
the high school to train. There were four ma
jor meets held this year. The squad as a whole
was not as strong as teams in the past in some
events but they made up in fight what they
lacked otherwise.
The first meet of the year was held at Taft.
Teams competing were Taft J. C., Miramonte
J. C., Santa Maria J. C. and Cal Poly. It was in
this meet that Gonzales of Taft tied the Na
tional Junior College 100-yard dash record. Pitt
of Poly was second and pushed him all the way.
Point winners in this meet were Pitt,Van Horn,
Jagla, Boggess, Lang, Lukas, Miller,West, Mac
Killop, English, Laylander, Null, Livesey,
Woods, Hathaway, Nuzum, Edgemon. Taft
won the meet with 73 points, Poly was second
with 67 points and Miramonte and Santa Maria
fini shed third and fourth with 14 and 5 points
resJ:ectively.

The second meet of the year was held against the
strong Santa Barbara Frosh at Santa Barbara. It was a
dual meet. The state tech boys were without the services
of Pitt, their dash man. When the sun had set behind
the wall of the stadium the Frosh had won the meet by
the score of 68-63, with the relay deciding the meet. Van
Horn was high point man, garnering 16 points. Miller
was second with nine.
The third meet of the year found the Mustangs going
up against the strong San Jose State Spartans at the
Spartan stadium in San Jose. It marked the first time
that the track team had met so strong a school. It too,
was a dual meet. The Spartans proved superior in almost
every event and when the curtain had ru;ng down on the
meet the score found them on top by the score of 92-38.
The final event of the year was the Conference meet
at Atascadero in which the four schools of the Confer
ence met. Byars of Salinas proved to be a track team in
one as he captured first place in the mile, half mile, and
quarter mile. He also ran a lap on the relay team. Pitt
and Van Horn proved to be the mainstays of the Poly
team. Each scored 10% points. Boggess captured the only
first for the Mustangs in the broad jump. The final score
read as follows: Salinas 56, Cal Poly 46, Miramonte 31
and Santa Maria 21.
Only three lettermen were present when the opening
of the season was in progress and as Coach O'Daniels
had to spend a good majority of his time with the spring
football training h ewas not able to help develop many
good performers from the small squad.
As the season progressed it was quite evident that the
team which was representing the Mustangs on the cinder
path would be a real contender for the conference cham
pionship.
Paul Pitt in the dash events was a dangerous competi
tor throughout the season and it was only due to a poor
start that he didn't capture both events in the conference
meet.
Jim Miller in the high jump made some fine showings
in every meet and in the Santa Barbara affair he reached
his best height of the season, clearing the bar at six feet.
Oscar Van Horn, the iron horse man on the past year's
track team more than once opened up with that 190
pounds of driving muscle which he possessed and came
home a winner in either the 440 or 880. He was a member
of the relay team-running the anchor lap on the four
man team. He also proved to be a valuable addition to the
team in the weight events, taking first in the shot-put on

two different occasions and taking a
first and two seconds in the discus. It is
hoped that this stellar performer will
be back for the 1938 season campaign.
Other performers on the past year's
squad who should be real threats next
year are: Angus MacKillop who proved
to be a real distance runner in the two
last meets in which the Mustangs per
formed against other colleges; Lindsay
Boggess, who captured the only first
place in the conference meet will be
used in the hurdles in the 1938 season.
His fine broad-jumping also accounted
for a good many of the Mustang points
chalked up during the season. Edgmon,
Null, Lukas, Lang and Jagla should all
be fine performers during the 1938 sea
son.
Oscar Van Horn was elected by the
team as the most valuable player.
Following are the total points scored
by the members of this year's Varsity:
Pitt
Van Horn ..... .. . ... .... .. .
R. Hathaway ... .. . ........ .
L. Boggess ................ .
G. Jagla ................... .
A. MacKillop .. ............. .
P. English ................ .
K. Laylander .............. .
J. Miller .................. .
H. Null . .. .. . ............. .
J. Edgemon .. ... .. ......... .
C. uzum .. . ... .. ... . .. ... .
R. Shown ................. .
P. Bunting .. . . .. ...... ..... .
M. West ................... .
Livesey .. ....... ...... .... .
Lang ..................... .
Woods ... ..... ........... . .
Lukas
Thorne .................... .
Solesbee ................... .
Foster .... . ..... .... ...... .

35
40
14
21
9

12

6%,
6

20
9
6
6
2
1
1
4

4
1
9
3

3

1%,

REMEMBERWhen "Howie" had that Bee-utiful Black Eye?
When Bob Hathaway went out with that Girl who was almost eighteen?
We Don't!
When Chiles got Bogged at Pismo whilst Romancing 'neath the Moon?
WOW!
When Hallikainen, Clement and Giampaoli Ruined every motor in the
power house- All in one Day?
When "Cassanova" Naman was a-sparkin' that Cute little Blonde? He
Swears He kissed her, Boys!
When "Mart" decreed that all Aeronauts must wear ties? Wonder where
all the Polo and Sport Shirts came from?
When "Cowhand" Baker was ordered to roll up His Jeans thereby ex
posing his Long Drawers? That was the Pay-OFF!
Why Frank Pugh quit going to Church? Was the preacher surprised?
The Fun we had in the Cafe with the lizard? Fat still thinks there was
a snake in the Stew.
When someone ( ?) set fire to the ash can in Deuel Dorm and the Brown
Family came out in their night clothes? Poor Doc. Brown!

A meek little man was walking home from the funeral of his masterful
wife. Suddenly a roofing tile fell and hit him on the head .
"Gosh," he said, "Sarah 's got to heaven already."
Student: Excuse me, teacher, I was lost in thought.
Teacher : Yes, it's always easy to get lost when one is a stranger.
Freshman : What nationality is Hallikainen? He isn't a Mexican, is he?
Bryan : Naw, just a foreigner.
Shea : That chicken we had at dinner must have been an incubator
chicken.
Lambert : How do you know?
Shea: Any chicken that had a mother couldn' t be that tough.
Cox : What do they call those people who ride on the second deck of a
double-deck bus?
Cockle : I dunno; what?
Cox: Passengers .
"Melvin-MEL-VIN!"
"What?"
"Are you spitting in the goldfish bowl?"
"No, but I'm coming pretty close."
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FRESHMAN RULES
We, the upperclassmen of California Polytechnic, concerned solely with
the welfare, well being, and congruous demeanor of the houelessly stupid
and ridiculous rifraff that is now contaminating our sophisticated midst,
have ordained the following edicts:
Failure on the part of the boorish Freshmen to strictly obey these laws
will be followed by a punishment as swift as it is terrible. Mutilation by
our many models of marvelous masculine muscularity awaits the careless
one.
Ye Impertinent, Intrusive , and Irresponsible Canaille-in guileless in
nocence and imbecility-
"Hark To Your Doom!"
You are here to learn; prattle not to childhood beanwork, but list in
silent reverence to the words of the faculty .
Hell, hot, haunted and heartless, is t oo good for him who wears not the
Green Dink, the decreed Frosh dome covering.
Willingly wean from your sanctimonious hearts all prep-school puny
properties, sanguine sweaters, plebian pins, mediocre me:lals, and embry
onic records and achievements.
You are but measley mites, the flunkies of the upperclassmen. Therefore
cast not your foolish flacid forms upon the Senior benches, nor upon the
lawn, nor upon the office steps, consecrated to your sentimental and saga
cious SUPERIORS.
Insignificant Frosh! Pose not as would-be destroyers of happy homes;
gaze not upon the captivating Queens of yon San Luis, but slink silently
and singly to your numbered tombs.
Attend all assemblies and garble not genial gas to fellow frosh or super
cilious Upperclassmen. Cut neither class nor course for the way of the
transgressor is hard.
In fear and trembling, prepare for the horse trough !
Your feeding grounds are limited to a restricted and a well defined area.
Failure to occupy this site while imbibing nutrients will be considered a
flagrant felony, a travesty upon Justice, and punishable by a severe treat
ment.
Crawl forth, Vermin, and identify yourselves.
Affectionately, but with resolution,
UPPERCLASSMEN,
California Polytechnic.
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JOKES
Giampaoli (singing) :
Oh, I took my girl swimming on the 4th of July,
And her name was Nellie,
We went wadin' in the river,
And the water came up to her knees.
Clement: Why, you sap, that doesn't rhyme.
Giampaoli: The water wasn't high enough.
Vanonclini: I bet you don't know the difference between a cow and a
baby.
Brenstein: I do so. A cow drinks water and gives milk-and a baby
drinks milk and causes her folks a lot of trouble.
A kiss is a very peculiar proposition. Of no use to one yet absolute bliss
for two. The small boy gets it for nothing, the young man has to steal it,
and the old man has to buy it. The baby's right, the lover's privllege, the
hypocrite's mask. To a young girl, faith; to a married woman, hope; to an
old maid, charity.
Hunt: You know, Doc told me to stop smoking. He said I'd become feeble
minded if I didn't.
Bledksmith: Too bad you didn't stop.
Agbashian: Do I remind you of the ocean because I'm so wlld, reckless
and romantic?
She: NO, you make me sick.
Schwander: What kind of oil do you use in your car?
Lynn: Well, I start out by saying I'm lonely.
Dr. Brown: The exam questions are out of my hands, they have gone to
press. Is there any more questions?
Cook: Yeh. Whose the printer?
Howie wrote on the board, "Unable to see my classes today-going out
of town."
Some smart guy erased the C in classes, and Howie did him one better
by erasing the "L"
Dr. McCapes: Now, we'll name the lowest classes of animal, starting
with Chas. COOK.
Mr. Atkinson: I'll teach you to make love to my daughter.
Marvin: I wish you would, Mr. Atkinson, I'm not making any headway
at all.
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CLARENCE A. BROWN
"Your Credit Jeweler"
1037 Chorro Street
Telephone 1312

San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Boy : A man called while you were out, sir. He said he wanted to
beat you up.
Editor : And what did you say to him?
Boy : I said I was sorry you were out, sir.
COMPLIMENTS OF

COAST WHOLESALE COMPANY
and
Best Wishes for Poly's Growth and Progress
Gib on : I'm going to sue Miss Chase for libel.
Boltz : Why?
Gibson: She wrote on my theme, "You have bad relatives and an
tecedents.
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Howes: Fred, what are the two genders?
Bradley : Masculine and feminine . The masculines are divided into
temperate and intemperate, and the feminines into frigid and torrid.
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COMPLIMENTS OF

THE NEWS DEPOT
Magazines
1015 Chorro St.

1

Subscriptions-Papers
Phone 1874-J

E ng lish Tomm y (in poker game): Well, I'll wager a bally pound
on this .
American Darky (holding four aces) : Ah dunno too much about
you' ol' English money, but I'll bump you a couple a' tons.

L-------------------------------------------------------

RAY VAUDOIT ASSOCIATED SERVICE
Monterey and Santa Rosa
Phone 1497

There was a young lady named Ginter,
Who married a man in winter.
The man's name was Wood,
And now-as they should,
The Woods have a cute little splinter.
Phone 488

JOHN NORTON PHARMACY
Prescription Specialists
Cut Rate Prices
796 Higuera St.

Bum: Have you enough money for a cup of coffee?
Poly Senior: Oh, I'll manage somehow, thank you .

T. Sebastian's

SANTA ROSA MARKET
"Red and White Store"
Phone 326

Santa Rosa St. at Mill

One business that's always humming is the bee-keeping industry.

We Appreciate Your Patronage

AUSTIN'S
Homemade Candies and Ice Cream
We also serve breakfast, lunch and dinner
868 Monterey St.

Phone 86

Charles: Darling, you're all the world to me.
She: Well, that's no sign you're going to make any Cook's tour
tonight.

~--------------------------------------------------------~

~-----------------------------------COMPLIMENTS OF

Drs. J. B. V. Butler and W. D. Butler

li

Fresh : My a unt chinn ed t he bar twenty t imes.
So p h : Nonsense ! Ten times.
Fresh : I said twen ty. She has a double chin.

II

COMPLIMENTS OF

WILSON'S FLOWER SHOP

II

I 1110 Garden Street
She :
I maid.

:
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Phone 1622

My husband was swept off his feet when he kissed our pretty

Neighbor: Are you going to fire her?
She : I should say not ! That's the way I like to see a broom used.

Phone 72

I

Member F. T . D.

COMPLIMENTS

Howard B. Kirtland, D.D.S.
Dentis t
Security-First National Bank Building
San L uis Obispo

Lady, to Butler : So you left your last place because of the way the
children cried ?
Slicton: Yes, t hey cried, "Papa, m ama's kissing the butler!"
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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Ours is the Complete Photo Service

:1

ASTON PHOTO SH OP
Phone 251

733 Hig uera
I knew a girl named P a ssion
I a sked her for a date.
I took her out to dinner
And gosh! How Passionate.
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COMPLIMENTS OF

MIDLAND COUNTIES PUBLIC SERVICE
CORPORATION
ELECTRIC SERVICE

As the student astronomer shifted his telescope a star fell.
"Sure!" ejaculated Mr. Howes, "ain't me students a fine shot now,
Mr. McPhee?"
Fish, Abalones and Oysters-Wholesale and Retail

SAN LUIS FISH COMPANY
Free Deli very
Phone 136

581 Dana St.

Bloggs: I've nothing but praise for the new vicar, y' know.
Curate: So I noticed when the plate went around.

COMPLIMENTS OF

GOLDEN RULE SERVICE STATION
AND AUTO COURT
Owner-Mrs. Mary A. O'Reilly

Buller: Funny that Shone should have such an aversion to borrow
ing, isn't it?
Ditto: Yes; how much did he induce you to force upon him?
COMPLIMENTS OF

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Sodas in All Flavors at Your "El Corral"
1691 Osos

Phone 42

r-----

-----------------------------1

RILEY-LANNON CO.

1I

I
I
I
I

DRY GOODS
Women's and Children's Wearing Apparel and Accessories
7 49 Higuera Street

San Luis Obispo, Ca 1if.

Gilli: Can you tell anything about a man's character by his face?
She: Certainly! If it doesn 't feel warm again st yours, he's got a
cold-blooded one.

SANDERCOCK TRANSFER CO.
"Everything in the Hauling Line"
Stock Specialty- Lcca 1 and L ang Distance
Phone 19

San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Iddings: Everything I do, I do fast .
Judge : See how fast yo u can do s~xty days !

When Its BICYCLES or MOTORCYCLES See US

SAN LUIS CYCLERY
Phone 876

San Luis Obispo

Wilson: Barney, what does six and four equal?
Barney (after some thought) : EJe·;en.
Prof. Wilson: No, guess again.
Barney: Twelve?
Wilson: No. Why don't yo u try ten?
Barney: Aw, that ain't right. Five and five is ten.
The importance given to wholesome, delicious
food s is refle cted in the popularity of the

GOLD

DR~BON

Everything from a sa ndwch to a complete meal,
with fountain se rvice. No liquor.

Service Station Attendant: Where's your radiator cap?
Capt. Deuel: It's on the front end of my car,-but please don't call
me "Cap."

1----------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------~

~~,--

SCHULZ;~ROT_HE_R_S------------~
__
THE CLOTHIERS

782 Higuera St.

Phone 364-J
San Luis Obispo, California

I
I

I

She: Do you know what they have been saying about me?
He: What do yo u think I'm here for?

I

KARL'S

KUST0!\1
i\IADE

SHOES

790 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo

Some girls get happy as a lark on a few swallows.

SPOTLESS CLEANERS
Cleans Clothes Clean
We Call For and Deliver
403 Higuera St.

Phone 517

Poly Motto-Don't count your checks while they're in the office.

BEST WISHES, MUSTANGS

SAN LUIS MILL AND LUMBER CO.
Your Local Lumber and Millwork Dealer
Phone 624

I

I

"Peach Fuzz, it seems, is absolutely wcman crazy ."
II
"But I thought he was married."
"Exactly. I mean his wife and mother-in-law have driven him nuts."

L-- - - - -·- -------------.-
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CO.

the Price is forgotten

725 Higuera St.

1

119 Garden St.

4

~:::: so I

My father put stained glass in my bedroom
nobody could look through it.
Thoughtful: My, it's going to be cold dressing with the window
wide open.

II
1

COMPLIMENTS OF
I

DEAN'S CREAMERY
"The Home of the Big Milk Shake"
785 Higuera Street

II

Night club proprietors believe in the motto that people should be
seen and not hoard.

I
,1

GENARDINI'S MEN'S WEAR
COMPLETE CLOTHIERS
Ph :me 1362

779 Higuera St.
When Caesar was a babe in diapers,
And chariots lacked w:ndshield wipers,
Before Napoleon ever knew
That he would meet his Waterloo,
When Cleo was a howling brat,
Women were yelling, "Buy me that!"

f
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COMPLIMENTS OF

C. H. KAMM & CO.
A. L. Cunningham
PONTIAC

BUICK

I
I

San Luis Obispo, California
Student: D' you see anything interesting on yo ur tour last summer?
Shepard: I did; I gazed on the boundless prairies of the west. It
filled me with awe, not unmingled with regrets, to see that magnifi
cent lot of parking space going to waste.
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1937

1886

FIFTY-ONE YEARS AGO A IDEA-today the largest or
ganization of its kind in the world. Such, briefly, is the his
tory of Sears, Roebuck & Co. We look back on the years with
gratitude to our friends whose support and good will have
made our growth possible. We look forward to the future in
confidence because nothing can cause us to change the policy
which has made our success possible-the policy which Rich
ard W. Sears set in his first r:resentation-"Treat the cus
tomer as you would like to be treated yourself
were you in his place."

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
879 Higuera St.

Phone 760

Agbashian: When I kiss a girl she's thrilled for hours!
She: Gracious! Do all yo ur kisses la t that long, handsome?

EVANS BROKERAGE
REAL ESTATE
Specializing in Ranch Pr::>perties
1118 Chorro St.

Phone 79

Cunha: Sweetie, what do you think every young fellow
know?
Gal: My telephone number.

hould

DRY GOODS-CLOTHING-SHOES
868 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo

l

COMPLIMENTS OF

E. E. LONG PIANO COMPANY
Frigidaire
Barneby (in pajamas) : You can lock me up for disturbing the peace,
but I've got to rush to the bedside of my wife!
Cop: Is it a matter of life and death?
Barneby: Yes, she'll kill me if I'm not there when she wakes up in
the morning.

I

ADRIANCE BOOTERY
For Your Shoe Needs

I 766 Higuera St.

San Luis Obispo

Hallikainen: That little blonde danced that waltz with me with
tears in her eyes. I wonder if she's sentimental.
Dr. Eaton: No, you sap, she's a dancing teacher.

COMPLIMENTS OF

DAVIDSON'S FURNITURE STORE

i

Complete Home Furnishings
Phone 421

669 Higuera St.

I

Highway Cop (peering into parked cars) : Say, are you two married?
Chiles : Why, we're not doing anything out of the way, officer!
Cop: I know it. That's why I asked if you were married.

COMPLIMENTS OF

QUALITY BAKERY

i
:

!
!

I

Leo Young: You want $55 to take m y tonsils out ? Why, a doctor
yesterday offered to take them out for $35.
Dr. Butler: Aha! Cut throat competition!

I
I

!
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COMPLIMENTS OF
R. F. RICHARDSON CO.
R. F. Richardson-H. V. Joyaux-L. V. Richardson

San Luis Obispo, Calif.

He (asking a riddle) : Why is it you have so many friends?
She: I give up.

After the game or after the show
There's always a place for you to go,
They'll treat you right, that you'll see
When you drop in at the D&D.
968 Monterey St.

San Luis Obispo

Campbell: Where did you get all that money?
Adams: Borrowed it from Carl.
Campbell: But I thought he was pretty tight.
Adams: He was.
"Where Friends Meet and Joy Prevails"

SAN LUIS CLUB
Pool & Billiards-Club Room
E . T. Gamble, L. W. Gwinn

Phone 1504

Corner Monterey and Morro Sts.

She: It's a great thing asking a girl for a big kiss, isn't it?
Dusina: Certainly is, if you ask me.

DANIELS RADIO & APPLIANCE CO.
998 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Radios

Refrigerators
Sales & Service

Sweet Thing: Isn't that a beautiful butterfly on my knee? It must
think I'm a flower.
Fred Alley: That's no butterfly, that's a horsefly.

I

~----------------------------------------
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DODGE AND PLYMOUTH
BOOTH BROTHERS
San Luis Obispo

1

I

Friend: Heavy date you had last night. Have a good time?
Allen: Rotten.
Friend: Whatsamatter?
Allen: Did you ever enjoy a book with the last chapter out?

I
I

I
l
l

ZEGAR'S SERVICE STATION
AND

STEVE'S TAXI

I

I

I

Ph. 10-J

Silva: She said she'd be faithful to the end.
Dooley: Why, that sounds good .
Silva: Yes, but I'm the quarterback.

SINSHEIMER BROS.
(Since 1876)

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Department Store
San Luis Obispo, California

I

:
I

I

Father: How is it, young man, that I find you kissing my daughter?
How is it, young man?
Sparks: Great! Great!
Sheet Music

Musical Instruments

f
1

Ii 1135 Garden St.
I

BROWN'S MUSIC STORE
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

-------------------------------------------------------
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Howes: I will not begin today's lesson until the room settles down.
Voice from the rear: Go home and sleep it off, Prof.
1

SHELL SERVICE STATION
Manager-E. J. Anderson
Assistants-Ed Bennett, Russel Hoyt
Cor. Santa Rosa & Monterey

Phone 1030

It isn't the will power that a girl needs nowadays, it's the won't
power.

DR. B. F. LOVEALL
DENTIST
77 4 Marsh Street

Telephone 880

San Luis Obispo

Adam and Eve were the first bookkeepers. They invented the loose
leaf system.

COMPLIMENTS OF

FORD SALES & SERVICE
Hugh Coleman, Inc.
Phone 102

1101 Monterey St.

Moorish: A nice girl shouldn't hold a young man's hand.
De Lux: Hmmm. A nice girl has to.

COMPLIMENTS OF

THE ELMO AND THE OBISPO THEATERS
Harold Hunting's father (taking Harold to Cal Poly to enroll him):
My boy needs some learning. What have you got to give him?
Mr. Martinsen: We offer English, shop, drawing, trigonometry, con
struction, etc.
Harold's Dad: Well, give him some of thet triggernometry; he's the
worst shot in the family.

-------

--------·---------------------1
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WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

T:~"~'~t~~~~d~:~~~t::;~E~o::~·L~~::~,:Y

:

I
f

1271 East Sixth Street

Supplies and Equipment

If you are in doubt whether o1· not to kiss a fellow, give him the
benefit of the doubt.

V. C. "JERRY" JERRAM
JEWELER
Southern Pacific Watch Inspector
Obispo Theater Bldg.

I

I
I
!

Phone Tucker 6203 1

I

i

I
I

What a funny bird a frog are
Him ain't got no tail at all, almost hardly
And when him hop, him fly,
And when him no hop, him sit on tail,
Which him ain't got at all, a'most hardly.

ECONOMY DRUG COMPANY
Cut-Rate Drugs
770 Higuera St.

San Luis Obispo

One thing about nudists, you can't pin anything on them.

THE VALLEY ELECTRIC CO.
Everything Electrical"

851 Higuera St.

Phone 264
LISTEN TO RADIO STATION KVEC
1200 Kilocycles

Sunday Motorist: That is an attractive village we're coming to,
wasn't it?

I

r-

Standard Auto Parts
Distributors of

I
I

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT

II

SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINT

I 840 Monterey St.

Phone 1200

I

I

I

Kinney : Why are your socks on wrong side out?
Adams: Oh, my feet were hot, so I turned the hose on them.

!
I

I

MARSHALL'S JEWELRY STORE
"Since 1889"

778 Higuera St.

San Luis Obispo

She : Say something soft and sweet to me, dearest.
Dooley: Custard pie.

MULHOLLAND'S GRILL
Anderson Hotel
Good Food at Reasonable Prices
Phone 794
Farmer's Daughter: A man can save an awful lot of money by
calling on my girl friend.
Anderson: Oh, is she an old-fashioned girl?
Farmer's Daughter: No, but she doesn't have any kid brother to
bribe.

HENRY C. BOLTON

II

,I__

Manager Real Estate Department, 888 Monterey St., Phone 315
San Luis Obispo
With A. D. Crocker, Licensed Real Estate Broker

I
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EVERYTHING IN YOUR CAR AT A SAVING

f

I
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He who laughs last seldom gets the point anyway.

I
I

We Extend Greetings to the California Polytechnic Student Body

SOUTHERN PACIFIC MILLING COMPANY
Since 1885

LUMBER, MILLWORK, BUILDI'\TG MATERIALS, and
SPECIALTIES

BUILDI~G

Hay, Grain, Feeds, Warehousing, Fertilizer, Insecticides
SAN LUIS 0 BISPO

There are three great menaces to safe driving today: Hie, hike,
and hug.
COMPLIMENTS OF

I
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ANDERSON HOTEL

I

Modern and Fireproof

!

Home of Poly Visitors

I
I

I

STOP!
"He heard the toot, but tried to scoot
And beat the choo-choo to it.
The poor galoot now twangs a luteTake heed and don't you do it."

I
I
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GOOLD'S GARDENS

I
I

I

CORSAGES AND BOUQUETS

0

We te:egraph Flowers anywhere

I 1512 Mill St.
~

Phone 1733
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WINEMAN BARBER SHOP

t

I

I

F irst-Class Haircutting

1110 Chocro Street

People without children can't face stork realit ies.

Where to purchase at the Lowest Price

MADDALE NA U. S. SERVICE
Retread- Vul ca niz in g- Brakes- Batteries
\Ve will call f or and deliver your car

H iguera at Osos

Phone 79

A man is usually well done after a woman rakes him over the coals.

Compliments to Poly from the

ROLLER

SKATIN G

RINK

We appreciate your Patronage
Winter Gardens

E. Reed, Prop.

Captain : Why didn't you shave this morning?
Danger: I though I did, sir, but there were twelve of us using the
same mirror this morning and I must have shaved some other guy .

VIGNEAU'S JEWELRY
Fine Watch and Jewelry Re1>airing

E. J . Vignea ult
Telephone : 593-J

867 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

I

I

Some people throw their junk into the alley, but others buy an 1
automobile license for it.
1
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A. R. DANKWORTH, INC.
"Gill" Van Wormer-Representative

I

82 2nd St., San Francisco

I

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES
of the Nationally Famous

HERFF-JONES JEWELRY

I

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS

I

Of your new

I

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC

f

"COLLEGE RING"

Medals

Trophies

Pins

Charms

Frame: Those two-hour lectures always make a new man of me.
Dr. Brown: You mean they give you something you've been lacking?
Frame: Yes,-sleep !

I
I

Rentals, Sales and Supplies

The Typewriter Shop
1014 Court St.

I

Phone 127

Bjurman:: You're dancing with me tonight and I suppose tomor
row you'll be making a date with some other man.
Girl Friend: Yes,-my chiropodist.

I!
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The only time some girls can be bright is when they're lit up.

f

I

--------------------~
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COMPLIMENTS OF

GAINSBOROUGH STUDIO
Photography that P leases
P hone 1541

862 Hig uera St.
1

I

Dr. Eaton: What kind of a fellow is Wallace Grimes?
Mr. Hyer: Well, the other night the lights went out in his girl's
parlor and he spent the rest of the evening tinkering with the fuses.

II

WI C KENDEN'S

I
I

Men's Outfitters from Head to Foot
San Luis Obispo, California
Petree: Why is a bustle like a historical novel ?
Gibson : I don't know, why?
Petree: Because they are both fictitious tales based on stern reali
ties.

THE WHITE HOUSE
S. Tognazzini, Prop.

THE HOME OF QUALITY
Groceries, Fruits, Bakery Goods, H ousehold Hardware
P hone 52 a nd 53, Meat Market 62

San Luis Obis po

When a girl finds she is not the only pebble on the beach, she be
comes a little bolder.

SEE CHEVROLET
The Only Complete Low-Priced Car, at the Show Rooms of . .

J. J. DUNNE
San Luis Obispo

Nurse : I think Brad's regaining consciousness, doctor; he j ust tried
to blow the foam off his medicine.
I
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Compliments

H. E. Cox

0. A. Nilsen '

I

C. H. REED
HARDWARE

Phone 41

I

II
I
II
!
I

857 ]donterey St.

She: Am I the first girl you ever kissed?
Butcher: Now that you mention it, you do look familiar.

I
I

FAULSTICH BROS.
]dasonry and Tile Contractors

SAN LUIS BRICK WORKS
]danufacturers
1124 Broad St.

San Luis Obispo

They say the moon sways the tide. And the untied too!

UNIVERSAL AUTO PARTS CO.
Quality Service Parts for All Cars, Trucks and Tractors
969 ]donterey St., San Luis Obispo, Calif.

A girl's bathing suit is a garment that has no hooks but lots of
eyes on it.

I
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CO]dPLI]dENTS OF

MISSION LAUNDRY

I

I

I
J

If you want to earn money by cutting up-be a surgeon .

I

l______________________l
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PACIFIC COAST cgt.L LUMBER
See Us For
Lumber and Building Materials, Paints, Hardware, Etc.

DAIRY AND POULTRY FEED, GRAIN
San Luis Obispo, Pismo, Arroyo Grande, Santa Maria
Sisquoc, Los Alamos

First Negro: What fo' dat doctah comin' outa yoah house?
Second Negro: Ah dunno, but ah's gotta inkling.

SANTA MARIA GAS CO.
Natural Gas
The Modern Fuel

Biddie: I suppose you have been in the navy so long yo u are accus
tomed to sea legs?
Middie : Lady, I wasn't even looking.

COMPLIMENTS OF

NEHI BOTTLING CO.
N ehi Sodas in All Flavors
447 Higuera St.

Phone 948

Many of our young engineers are s}:ending a lot of their time tink
ering with the misses in their motor.

THE NATIONAL DOLLAR STORES, LTD.

I
I

732-36 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo

~-------·----------------·-------------------------------
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SLITER'S DRUG STORE

I

II

C. Sliter, Ph. G., Prop.

Phone 660

i
i

Clement: Should I marry a girl who can take a joke?
Mr. H yer : That's the only kind you'll get.

I
I
I

Service Any Hour-Day or Night

WILSON'S GROCERY
"The Friendly Store"

i

J. P. Wilson, Prop.

Groceries, Fruits and Vegetables

I

Cor. Sandercock and Broad Sts.
Naman's Girl: I want a lipstick.
Clerk: What size, please?
Naman's Girl: Three rides and a house party.

BAY'S MARKET
Complete Quality Market
"Honest Values"

•

I
I
I

Doc: What you need is an electric bath.
1
I
Red Shown: Nothing doing, doc-I had an uncle drown that way 1
I
up at Sing Sing onct.
1
I
I
I
I
I
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MEN'S WEAR

I

:

Society Brand Worsted Suits $35.00
Sport Models 22.50 and up

I
I
I
I

Newest Styles in Men's Furnishings

GREEN
II 871 Monterey St.

I
I

BROTHERS
San Luis Obispo

:
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For the Best Products:
Ask for Dairy Products from the
HARMONY VALLEY CREAMERY ASSOCIATION
For the Best Prices:
Join the cooperative movement

I

Son: Papa, what do you call a man who drives a car?
Papa: It depends on how close he comes to me.
C. J. Bond

B. J. Haley

STAG BILLIARD PARLOR
Cigars-Tobaccos-Candies-Magazines
956 Monterey

San Luis Obispo

Social Worker: Do you owe any back house rent?
Grad: We ain't got a back-house. We have modern plumbing.

Interior and Exterior Decorating
ACME QUALITY PAINT AND WALLPAPER STORE
General Painting Contractors
G. F. Rhodes, Prop.
Phone 1397

862 Monterey St.
San Lui ~ Obispo, Calif.

Freshman : How do you know that people can see me dressing
through the window?
Senior: Well, I've gone to some panes to find out.

GRATTON BARBER SHOP
We Cater to School Hair Cutting
862 Higuera St.
Iddings: I wish to marry your daughter, sir.
Dad : Young man, do you drink?
Iddings: Thanks a lot, sir, but let's settle this other thing first.

I
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I

HOME LAUNDRY

I
I

AND

I
I

DRY CLEANING
Phone 70

1323 Morro St.

Boltz: How long you been shaving?
Barney: Four years now.
Boltz: G'wan.
Barney: Yes, sir-cut myself both times.

I1890

I

COZY BARBER SHOP
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED
Buck and Machado

Monterey St.

I
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First Frosh: Going out tonight?
Second Frosh: Not completely.

I
I
I

We Appreciate Your Patronage

CITY PHARMACY
Under the Clock Tower
Corner Higuera and Chorro Sts.
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"A quarter of a century"
I
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Serving Universities and Colleges of America makes

~~
First Choice

AW~=ERS
Olympia, Washington
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AUTOGRAPHS

AUTOGRAPHS

AUTOGRAPHS

AUTOGRAPHS

HAIL GREEN AND GOLD

All Hail Green and Gold,
May your praises e'er be told.
Of friendship and of courage
And stahvart sons of old,
All Hail Green and Gold,
In your name we shall prevail
And to California Polytechnic
Hail! Hail! Hail!

